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MSLI to Host
JETS TEAMS
engineering
competition

Murray. KY 42071

750

It's Back!

Ely Rebecca Brabey
MSU Public Relations
Students from across the
United States are banning
together in the JETS (Junior
Engineer Technical Society)
TEAMS competition to help
eliminate the global issue of
water shortage and purification.
Recently, this issue has been
targeted and amplified by the
destruction in Haiti.
The 31st annual TEAMS
competition is themed "Water,
Water Everywhere." According
to JETS. "Some 10.000 ninth
to 12th-graders will gather for
one-day over a four-week period from Feb. 15 through March
16 at more than 100 host sites in
42 states, including 79 colleges
and universities, and more than
30 high schools" Murray State
University has enthusiastically
agreed to host part of the competition in support of this growing social injustice, it was

Snow hits
area again
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
arly mormng traffic was
moving very slowly this
morn i ng as motorists
were faced with up to four-to
five-inches of snow in some
spots and below frvezing temperatures - even on major
highways.
According to the National
Weather Service this morning,
the snow will be ft)Ilowed by
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Dan Forecast
By The Associated Press
Winter weather advisory in
effect today to 9 a.m CST
Tuesday..
Tuesday.. Mostly cloudy. A
chance of snow in the moming...Then a chance of flumes in
the afternoon Highs in the
lower 30s West winds 10 to 20
mph Chance of precipitation 50
percent.
night .Partly
Tuesday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of snow Lows around 20. West
winds around 15 mph.
Wednesday Partly sunny
Highs ln the lower 30s
Northwest winds 10 to 20 mph
Wednesday night Partly
cloudy Lows around 16
sunny.
Thursday .Partly
Highs in the mid 30s
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Facility offers health care for uninsured community
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30s

below freezing temperatures
and wind chills down to as low
as 10 degrees in v.estern
Kentucky. so the snow will be
around for a while.
Snow accumulations of
about three-to-five inches is
expected across most of western Kentucky, according to the
Kentucky Department of
Highways. Snov: is reported
heavier along the Kentucky -
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reported.
This competition will educate
high school students through
hands-on experience that could
spark an interest in becoming an
engineer and eventually lead to
a career. 'The competition also
challenges teams to analyze the
effective.ness of technology
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Clinic is celebrating 10
years this week with no
big fanfare - it will simply continue seeing patients.
The clinic began in Februaiy
2000 as a resource for working
Calloway County residents who
could not afford health insurance and medical care. Ten
years later, it continues that
mission with the help of volunteers and the funding that
comes from Angels Attic Thrift
Store. The store provides the
clinic with 85 percent of its
funds.
Donna Herndon, who was die
clinic's first chair on the board
of directors and is now vice
chair, said the clinic has had six
executive directors since the
beginning. Debbie Siegfried
was hired in July 1999 to assist
with all the work necessary to
open the clinic. She left befc.re
the clinic opened because her
husband was transferred and
Susan Hurcham took her place.
Burcham stayed until she
moved to Texas in June 2001
for her husband's new job. One
of the clinic's early volunteers,
Judy Moore, took over as interim director and served as the
executive director for a yearand-a-half. Summer Cross
served for the next five years,
Photo pnov'cle0
resigning in July 2007. Retina
•
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has been with the clinic sinc
in May 2009.
, the dental director. Compton
director; and Dr. Richie Vonnahme
Herdon said the clinic is
all volunteers.
needed as much now as ever.
The need for health care for
the uninsured has dominated
the news for months," she said.
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Foust grants Milk% ood •JETS competition...
ability to Awl. etlectively. The
trial date of June 15-16 From ':ront
top two level teams across the
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Calloway Circuit Judge
Deitnis Foust has granted a
move by accused sex offender
John "Drew" Millwood to
%acute a guilty plea he made last
year in a plea agreement with
the,commonwealth's attorney's
office and scheduled a June trial
date in the case.
Ricky
attorney
Murray
Lamkin, Millwood's counsel,
made the motion during court
morning.
Monday
action
Lamkin said before the heanng
that recent information he has
received conceming suite law
regarding sexual abuse of a
minor prompted him to request
both Millwood's guilty plea on
a sexual abuse charge and a plea
with
agerement
Attorney
Coinmonwealth's
Mark Blankenship's office be
considered null and void.
The diversion agreement,
which would have required
Millwood to register as a sex
offender by the conunonwealth
for five years, is prohibited by
Kentucky law because of the
victim's age.
Blankenship said Friday there
is nowhere else to go with the
case other than a trial if the plea
is vacated.
Foust agreed to the move.
"I think you are entitled to
that relief," Foust told Lamkin.
A trial date was set for June
15-16 with a final pretnal hearing scheduled for May 24.
Lamkin also requested and
obtained a discovery order:
referring to the necessity of
examining computer records
case.
the
in
involved

Blankenship told Landon his
office would be available to
assist in fulfilling the order.
Millwood. 24, entered a plea
of guilty in August 2009 to firstdegree sexual abuse and other
charges set forth in a grand jury
indictment. However the initial
sexual abuse charge was
amended to sexual misconduct
as part of the plea deal.
Both the agreement and the
plea are now withdrawn.
Lamkin said late last week
that it has been brought to his
client's attention that no person
can be eligible for pretrial
diversion that has committed a
sexual offense against a minor
as defined by state law. As a
result of the preclusion,
Millwood sought to have his
plea vacated and the matter
placed back on the court docket
for normal adjudication.
The accused was working as a
student teacher at Calloway
County High School when the
alleged incident occurred. He
was accused and charged with
first-degree sexual abuse for
alleged sexual intercourse with
a 17-year-old female student.
He was later charged with
felony tampering with physical
evidence. attempting to tarnper
with physical evidence, cultivation of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia (first
offense) following an investigation by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office.
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R and Paul's campaign." said
Grayson campaign manager
undeoded ‘Otel %ht., made up
Nate Hodson in a written statehis mind to support Paul after
receiving the call. "1 attended a ment. —They don't want to talk
talk he gave in northern about issues that actually matter
Kentucky so I know he's pro- t o voters because they know
life."
can't cover up Rand Paul's
Weathers said the phrasing of they
another question made an issue 20-year record as an advocate of
of Paul's fundraising. It asked drug legalization and pro-aborwhether he would be less t ion policies."
inclined to vote for Paul if he
The Paul campaign said both
knew Paul had received campaign contributions from out-of- claims are baseless.
state donors. Paul, the leading
"When I started this race,
fundraiser in the GOP race. ha_s being the underdog, I would
banked $1.8 million, slightly
more that his closest competitor, have the old political insiders
Secretary of State Trey come up put their ann around
Grayson, who has raised $1.7 one and say 'young man. we
'million.
expect you not to say anything
The Grayson campaign called
Paul's allegation about a push about our guy, to remember
poll "garbage" and made new Reagan's Ilth commandment,"'
claims that Paul not only sup- Paul said. "Now that the shoe's
ports abortion but also is an on the other foot, they're not
advocate for the legalization of
paying much attention to
illicit drugs.
"New day, same garbage from Reagan's I I th commandant."

• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

CADIZ. Ky.(AP) — A west em Kentucky judge has granted
an injunction against a referendum in one precinct that wants
to decide whether to ban alcohol.
The Paducah Sun reports that
Trigg County Circuit Judge
C.A. "Woody" Woodall III
issued the injunction Monday
after W'.E. "Petey" Rogers filed
an appeal last week of
Woodall's ruling that the
Montgomery voting precinct
could hold a referendum to ban
alcohol sales
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Mike and Jack Wood,owners of Wood
Electronics, !lase been in business since
1989. \N e are proud to offer DISH
Network sen ice. Mao% companies offer
introductor:‘ offers, but with
DISH Network you w ill continue to save
year after ear!

Wood Electronics
High-Sreed
Internet'
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The Angels Community Clinic is at 1005 Poplar St. in Murray.

•Angels Clinic ...
From Front
executive director last year. As
a nurse practitioner, she sitnply
treated patients and didn't have
to worry about how it would be
paid for. but she now deals
with much more paperwork,
attends all the board meetings
and handles the finances. She
said there are so many people
who need the clinic's services
and that even if one doesn't
need those services. most people at least have someone in
their family who does.
"There's a humongous need
for people who work very hard
and who deserve medical care
and can't afford it," she said.
Mike Faihst became the
chairman of the clinic board in
November 2009 and has been
volunteering with the clinic
since 2002. He moved to
Murray from westem New

York to work at Mattel and is
now with Pella and began volunteering at thc clinic partly to
get extra credit in a pharmacy
technology class. Mostly,
though, he feels that anyone
who is able should give back to
their communities. He said he
used to be a volunteer fireman
and has always found it
rewarding to help out in any
way he could. He said the clinic helps to keep a lot of people
out of the emergency mom and
that the clinic's patients have a
great deal of gratitude for the
service they are provided.
"I like to see the smiles on
peoples' face when we help
people out," Faihst said.
—There's a lot of need in the
community for this and from a
financial standpoint, it just
costs(me)time."

Judge issues injunction against Trigg alcohol vote
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From Front

NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board of
Directors are scheduled to
meet at noon on Wednesday,
Feb. 10. at Ryan's Steak
House. Board meinbers
have lunch and the meeting
will start at approximately
12:30 p.m.
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Calloway County,

DVR Upgrade

James F

within the water supply system. United States will receive
create processes such as desali- $2,500 for their schools and a
nation and design technologies
three-day trip to Walt Disney
that attempt to reverse the
JETS is a nonWorld.
effects that land projects have
whose main
organization
profit
on community's watersheds. By
exploring this opportunity. it goal is to premote the imporwill allow high school students t ance of engineers and demonto experience the magnitude of strate how incredibly valuable
the water supply system and its they. are to our society.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky lawmaker whose
district includes a Toyota plant
is urging people to offer up
prayers for the automaker and
its employees.
Toyota is struggling through
massive recalls that have tarnished its reputation.
Democratic Rep. Charlie
Hoffman of Georgetown says
his prayer request is a natural
response because so many families depend on jobs provided
by the automaker in tough economic times. Hoffman said
Monday that Kentuckians need
to be pulling and praying for
Toyota and its workers.
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'Triple child
slaying trial
to begin in
Smithland

Ky. lawmaker seeks
prayers for Toyota
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Rogers represents Grow
Trigg, a community organization that sought the repeal of
prohibition in the county for
economic development. The
county voted wet on Sept. 29 by
a margin of 36 votes.
Woodall ruled Jan. 28 the
county could hold a referendum
in the Montgomery precinct.
Montgomery residents contended they were a distinct entity
from the county and did not
have to wait three years before
conducting a new referendum.

SM1THLAND, Ky. (AP) —
Jury, selection in the westem
Kentucky trial of a man
accused of killing three children and assaulting their mother is scheduled to begin
Tuesday.
The Kentucky New Era
reports that potential jurors are
being quesuoned individually,
meaning the selection process
could last for most of the week.
Dunlap has pleaded not guilty
to charges he stabbed the three
children to death, injured and
sexually assaulted their mother
and burned their Trigg County
home in October 2008. Police
have said their mother survived
by acting like she was dead and
then running outside, where
firefighters found her in a
swimming pool.
Prosecutors are seeking the
death penalty. The trial was
moved from Trigg County
because of heavy publicity.
A pretrial hearing was scheduled for Monday moming in
Smithland.
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A steady overnight snowfall continued into Tuesday morning.
giving almost every surface a white cover. The darnp snow
clung to everything from power lines to banners and light
poles.

III Snow hits area ...
From Front
Tennessee border including
Calloway. Pavement temperatures have dropped some requiring crews to start treating all
routes.
DOH officials are urging
everyone to drive smart and use
appropriate caution by reducing
driving speed to meet local
highway conditions as the snow
accumulates. Motorists are
encouraged to constantly monitor area news media to get localized weather and road condition
updates.
According to city and county
911 traffic tttis moming, numerous vehicles were reported off
roadways, stranded or involved
in other weather-related incidents in several areas including
121 North, Ky. 299, Ky.94 East,
Ky. 94 West, Ky. 80. Ky. 2996.
Traffic was backed up along
some routes until the roadways
were cleared.
DOH officials said Calloway,
Lyon. Caldwell. Hopkins and
Muhlenberg counties have been
hammered fairly hard. Unless
more snow develops behind the
system. some clearing was
expected.
Both Murray Independent and
Calloway County schools were
closed for the day.

Today's Associated Press forecast calls for snow showers likely before noon, then a chance
for flurries. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 31. West northwest
wind between 10 and 18 mph,
with gusts as high as 30 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 60
percent. Total daytime snow
accumulation of less than a half
inch possible.
There will be a 20 percent
chance of snow tonight under
mostly cloudy conditions with a
low around 20 degrees. West
northwest wind between 14 and
17 mph, with gusts as high as 29
mph. On Wednesday, mostly
sunny skies are expected with a
high near 32. Northwest wind
between 10 and 17 mph, with
gusts as high as 28 mph.
Wednesday night, partly cloudy
conditions will prevail with a
low around 16. While motorists
may find mostly wet pavement
on main routes, everyone is
reminded that slick spots may
develop from time to time.
Special caution is required on
bndges. overpasses and other
potential trouble spots such as
exposed hilltops and curves.
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A flictilk,1
lames Forrest Thompson will be
Ner ILC
Thursda) at 6:30 p.m. in the chapel of Hentage Family Funeral
Home. John McKee and Dave Morrison will officiate. Visitation will be from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Green
Plains Cemetery Fund, c/o David Thompson, 3911
tsturray-Pans Rd., Hazel, KY 42049. Orlin ie condolences nay be made at www.imesmillercom.
Mr.'Thompson, 83. Murray, died Saturday, Feb. 6, 20 10, at his
home.
A mcmber of West Murray Church of Chnst and the Optimist
Club, he was a veteran of the United States Marine("orps. He
received his bachelor of arts from Murray State University, his master's degree from the University of Kentucky and his Ph. D in economics from the University of Chicago. He retired as an economics
professor from Murray State University in 1991. He also served on
the board of governors of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis,
Mo., from 1976 to 1982. ,
Born June I, 1926, he was the son of the late David and Gela
Wilson Thompson. Also preceding him in death were one daughter.
Margaret Ann Thompson, one brother, Ted Thompson, anti one sister. Anne W'ood. Survivors include his wife, Ina Lec Marshall
Thompson, to whom he was married June 28, 1951; one daughter,
Amy Luttrell and husband, Gary, Dayton. Ohio; one son, Dan
Thompson and wife, Eva King, Murray; one brother. Jo hn David
Thompson and wife, Billie June, Seminole, Texas. five grandchildren

1.R. (James Ross) Smith
ic,al for J.R. dames Ross) Smith was today (Tiiesday) at
11 A.M. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Dan
Leslie, Rev. H.B. Fields and Ed Harrell officiated. Burial vvas in the
Murray City Cemetery..
Pall bearers will be Austin Parker, Brennan Parker, Chri s Rogers.
Robert Parker, Hugh Massey, Jodie Griffin. Ed Harrell and Bill
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Crass. Honorary will be Bennie Smith, Sherifl Massey, Waburn
the rest of Murray start,
before
Wyatt, Steve Owens. Jackie Carson and Hugh Palmer.
sidewalks
and
roadways
clearing
start
to
early
up
were
EARLY RISER: Maintenance workers
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Kirksey Ball Park, c/o
as snow continued to fall Tuesday morning.
constantly
running
were
machinery
other
and
Plows
snow.
the
[nto
out
ed
Dianna Phillips, Kirksey Post Office, Kirksey, KY 42054;t ir Murray
Calloway County Hospital Hospice House, 803 Poplar St., Mun-ay,
KY 42071; or Need Line. 638 South 4th St., Murray, KY 42071; or
your favorite chanty.
On Tuesday. the spokesman
uraniMr. Smith, 85, Murray, died Sunday, Feb. 7, 2010, at his home.
TEHRAN,Iran (AP) — Iran Washington's position. saying ship out its low enriched
He was retired and a member of Kirksey United Methodist Church. began enriching uranium to a the new enrichment plans show um to be processed abroad and of Iran's Foreign Ministry,
Ramin Mehmanparast said any ,
Preceding him in death were his parents, Ross and Helen higher level today over the the suspicions about Iran's returned a year later.
Willoughby Smith; one son, Myron Ross Smith; and two brothers, vociferous objections of the intentions are well-founded.
Iran initially rejected the plan by the West to impose new
Harmon and Sherly Grey Smith. Survivors include his wife, Laura
Iranian state television said deal , then later said that if an Security Council resolutions,
U.S. and its allies who fear the
Lynn Radford Smith; two daughters, Alesia Gail Parker and hus- process could eventually be that the process began in the acceptable alternative could be would not be helpful.
"If they attempt another res- '
band, Robert, Murray, and Kimberly Lynn Rogers and husband, used to give the Islamic repub- presence of inspectors from the reac hed, it would not continue
olution, they are making a
enriching
level
Chris, Nashville. Tenn.; two grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
high
the
agency.
watchdog
nuclear
U.N.
lic nuclear weapons.
take. It is not helpful in resolv.Even before the announce- Uranium has to be enriched to process.
n
McPherso
Ali Akbar Salehi. a vice ing the nuclear dispute betweenMrs. Evelyn
fuel nuclear power plants and
Secretary
Defense
U.S.
ment
The funeral Mrs. Evelyn McPherson will be today (Tue sclay) at 2 Robert Gates said he believed Iran needs the 20 percent pres ident as well as the head of Iran and the West." he said.p.m. in the chapel of Bym Funeral Home, Mayfield. Al Col ley, Mike the U.N. should slap new sanc- enriched fuel for a research the country's nuclear program. "They are completely wrong if
Tanaro, Will McSweeney and James Meadows will officiate. Burial tions on Iran in "weeks, not reactor producing medical iso- said the further enrichment they think our people will back
wou Id be unnecessary if the down even a single step."
will follow in the Cuba Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral months," according to his topes.
Salehi said Iran has beea
home.
Enriching uranium to 90 Wes t found a way to provide
Tuesday.
spokesman
trying to buy the higher.'
fuel.
needed
the
with
Iran
the
Mrs. McPherson. 89, Cuba conununity, died Saturday, Feb. 6,
creates
however.
percent,
said
U.S.
the
France and
"Whenever they provide the enriched fuel for its research -,
2010, at 12:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Monday Iran's action left no material for nuclear weapons,
A retired cafeteria worker at Cuba Elementary School, she was a choice but to push harder for a which many countries are fuel, we will halt production of reactor for the past several
member of Cuba Church of Christ. Preceding her in death were her fourth set of U.N. Security afraid Iran is seeking. Iran 20 percent," he told state TV months. but the West madk ,
providing the fuel conditional
late Monday.
husband, Vernon McPherson: three brothers. Joe. Casey kuid Charlie Council sanctions to punish denies the charge.
Iran has so far ennched ura- on Iran's acceptance of t
Klmbel: four sisters, Maybelle Brooks, Estelle Ridgeway, Maggie Iran's nuclear defiance. Russia,
In effort to defuse the crisis,
Atomic nium to a level of 3.5 percent, U.N.-drafted agreement to s
Ntegdows an Dessie Bace; her parents, Joseph Lee and Minnie which has close ties to Iran and the
International
. Survivors include one daughter, Linda McPherson has opposed new sanctions, Energy Agency brokered a deal which is suitable for use in its uranitnn stockpile- a
first.
ey an,4 OUsband, Al, Cuba community: one granddaughter, appeared to edge closer to !ast year in which Iran would fueling nuclear power plants.
Alison Cone),Murray; several nieces and nephews.

Defiant Iran accelerates nuclear program

Mrs. Jean Godman Elkins
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The funeral for Mrs. Jean Godman Elkins was Sunday at 2:30
p.m. in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home, Paducah, with
Rev. Stan Reid officiating. Burial was in the Mapleliiwn Park
Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lone Oak First
Baptist Church Building Fund, 3601 Lone Oak Rd., Paducil, KY
42003; or Twelve Oaks Baptist Church Building Fund, 2110 New
Holt Rd., Paducah, KY 42001; or Sunrise Children's Services, P.O.
Box 36570, Louisville. KY 40233. Online condolences may be
made at www.milnerandorr.com.
Mrs. Elkins, 76. Paducah, died Friday, Feb. 5, 2010 at Westem
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. A member of L,one Oak First Baptist
Church, she was a registered pharmacist and a graduate of the
University of Kentucky School of Pharmacy. She was a past president of the Paducah Women's Club and Paducah Business and
Professional Women. Preceding her in death were her husband.
Rainey Miller Elkins, and her parents. Granville A. and Arva Dixon
Godman. Survivors include one sister, Lois Smith, Paducah; two
steixlaughters, Phyllis Owens and husband, Steve, and Millie
Kadner and husband, Rick, all of Murray; stepgrandson, Michael
Birdsong, Murray.; two nieces, one nephew, and five great-nephews.

Toyota recalls 437 000 Prius hybrids globally
9

I()KYO(AP)— Toyota says complaints in Japan and the U.S.
it is recalling about 437,000 about a delay when the brakes in
Prius and other hybrid vehicles the Prius were pressed in cold
worldwide to fix brake problems conditions and on some bumpy
— the latest in a string of embar- roads. The delay doesn't indirassing safety lapses at the cate a brake failure. The company says the problem can be fixed
world's largest automaker
"I don't see Toyota as an in 40 minutes with new software
infallible company that never that oversees the controls of the
makes mistakes." President antilock brakes.
"Let me assure everyone that
Akio Toyoda said at a press conference Tuesday in Tokyo. "We we will redouole our conunitwill face up to the facts and cor- ment to quality as the lifeline of
rect the problem, putting cus- our company," Toyoda said.
Toyota officials went to
tomers' safety and convenience
Japan's Transport Ministry earlifirst."
The recall is the latest blow er Tuesday to formally notify
to Toyota Motor Corp.. which is officials the company is recallin the midst of recalling more ing the 2010 Prius gas-electric
than 7 million vehicles world- hybrid — the world's top-selling
wide because of problems with hybrid car. The automaker is
floor mats, which can trap gas also recalling two other hybrid
pedals, arid faulty gas pedals models in Japan. the Lexus
that are slow to return to the idle HS250h sedan, sold in the U.S.
position. The 2010 Prius wasn't and Japan, and the Sai. which is
sold only in Japan.
Democrats. He wielded consid- part of those recalls.
The 221.000 cars being
There have been about 241
erable clout for two decades as
the ranking Democrat on the
House subcommittee that oversees Pcntagon spending.
Murtha voted in 2002 to
authorize President George W.
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Bush to use military' force in
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Rep. John Murtha, voice
of veterans, dies as 77
HARRISBURG, Pa.(AP) —
Rep. John Murtha, the tall,
gruff-mannered former Marine
who became the de facto voice
of veterans on Capitol Hill and
later an outspoken and influential critic of the Iraq War, died
Monday following complications from gallbladder surgery.
He was 77.
Rep. Bob Brady, a longtime
friend. said the late congressman's large intestine was damaged during surgery and an
infection led him to be hospitaliz,ed with a fever.
"There will never be another
Jack Murtha," Brady said. "He
went out on top of his game."
'The Pennsylvania Democrat
died at Virginia Hospital Center
in Arlington. Va., where he was
admitted on Jan. 31.
The gallbladder surgery was
performed days earlier at the
National Naval Medical Center,
in Bethesda, Md., which didn't
immediately return messages
seeking comment.
In 1974, Murtha. then an officer in the Marine Reserves,
becarne the first Vietnam War
combat veteran elected to
Congress.
Ethical questions often shadowed his congressional service,
but he was best known for being
among Congress' most hawkish

recalled in Japan include nearly
200,000 Priuses sold from April
last year through Monday,
according to papers the
auto maker filed with the ministry. The Prius is Japan's topselli ng car.
hi the U.S., Toyota will recall
133,000 Prius cars and 14.500
Lexus HS250h vehicles. Nearly
53,000 Priuses are also being
recalled in Europe.
(3wners in Japan of the 2010
Prius can get their cars fixed
said
Wednesday.
start ing
Ryusuke Itazaki, chief of the
reca II department at the
Transport Ministry.
Fle said Toyota would suspend production of the Sai and
Lexus HS250h in Japan as the
com pany doesn't have the
updiited software for those mod-

14

els yet.
If drivers experience any
delayed reaction when depressing the brakes in any of these
models. they should keep pressing. he said.
Itaz,aki said complaints aboiiit
the brakes started coming in a,
the weather got colder, particularly from northern Japan.
He also said Toyota should
have taken action sooner. "If the
company had paid more anew:.
tion to consumers• viewpoint. it
could have realized that there
was a safety problem."
Toyoda. the president, ha.,
been criticized for being largely
invisible during the two weeks
after the company announcell.
Jan. 21 the gas pedal recall
the U.S., Europe and China.
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Buying or Selling Stock?
Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (L-R):
Ron Arant Heath Scott
%May,KY 42071
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B00-4441854
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DOVER. Temn. — 'The
National Park St-nice will host
special event% tot Saturday and
Sunday-. Civil War exhibitions
and living history; encampments
will highlight the anniversary
events.
On these day's. s isitors can
enjoy the living history camps
of the 9th Kentucky Infantry
(USA) and 50th Tennessee
(CSA).
The 9th Kenn icky camp will
be opened on Saturday' from I()
a.m. to 4:30 pin_ and Sunday
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The 50th
Photo provided
Tennessee catnp will be open on
Saturday only. H istoric Weapon
TAPPAN GROUP. Former employees of the office staff of the former Murray Division of the
Firings will he held in the afterTappan Company held their annual social at the home of Mar-tha Jo Rogers. Present were,
noons. Times wil I be announced from left, bottom row, Martha Jo Rogers, Rhoda Sue Pocock, Hazel Jean Brandon, Sue
on the day of the event.
Lovett, back row, Virginia Mathis, Jo Fielder, Jo Fartey. Betty Vaughn ard Elsie Hewett. Unable
Naval anifacts and other
to
attend because of illness was Ruby Howe.
Civil War inemorabilia will be
displayed at the visitor center on
Saturday and Sunday.
Kraig Lawson of Cincinnati.
Ohio will return to the park
once again to sham his unique
every thtee years This is a draARNOLD AIR FORCE
collection of naval accoutermatic shift and one he isn't coniments and replica ironclad gun- BASE. Tenn. — Lt. Col. Rob
plaining about. He also menboats. John Vt'alsh, owner of Perrin is answering his country's
tioned crew manning is very difFort Donelson Relics, will also call to duty'.
ferent when compared to a
display' artifacts from the periwill
In March. Colonel Perrin
Tanker. and part of the reason
od.
begin training to fly the MQ- I B.
why the deployment rate is
The exhibits will be opened
Unmanned Aircraft System
lower.
to the public: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. WAS): more commonly known
Ten years ago in his Tanker
Saturday. and 8 a.nt. to 3 p.m. as the Predator, a long•
squadron. crew manning was
Sunday.
medium-altitude
endurance.
roughly 1.5 crews per Tanker.
All events are free. Contact UAS used for Intelligence. surthe park staff at 931-232-5706 x
With a Predator, crew manning
veillance, and reconnaissance
is higher due to UAS sortie
101 for more information or missions. His training will be at
visit the park 's website: Creech AFB. Nev. Lt. Col.
durations and operations tempo.
www.nps.gov/fotio
With a Tanker, sortie duritions
Perrin is currently the Deputy
were impacted by a crew duty
Director of Operations for the
day limitations. With a UAS.
717th Test Squadron. Arnold
you aren't limited by a "crew,"
Development
Engineering
but by how much fuel the UAS
Center. Arnold AFB. Tenn.
has on-board, and a UAS can fly
Earlier this year. due to a
for 20+ hours. Crews still have a
shortage of pilots. navigators. Lt. Col. Rob Perrin
on Air
and air battle managers. the Air during combat area deployments duty day limit based
now due
but
Instructions,
Force
recall
Asia
voluntary
a
Southwest
initiated
Force
to the Balkans,
can stay
of reservists, who were previ- and the Middle East where to technology. the UAS
crew can
ously on active duty, to return to Predators operate in support of in the air and a fresh
the soractive duty for a limited period U.S. and NATO forces. The U.S. take over and continue
tie, which takes it back to manbatair
or
transinavigator,
Defense
of
pilot.
Department
fill
to
The AARP Driver Safety
opportutioned the Predator program to ning and Col. Perrin's
tle manager vacancies.
Program is the nation's first and
nity.
to full rate production in August
going
wasn't
I
"Initially.
largest classroom driver refreshWhile a UAS is "unmanned"
apply because I'm a former KC- 1997. making it the first
er course specially designed for
from the standpoint of "no one
13512/Tanker navigator and did Advanced Concept Technology
motorists' age 50 and older.
not want to return to active duty Demonstration program to be on-board" it demands more
County as a navigator since I now have designated
manning than a manned aircraft
Acquisition
Murray-Calloway
an
sortie. And the current
per
Program.
II
Category
Hospital's PrinteLife program
certificate.
pilot
my commercial
will offer this course on I'd rather go back on as a pilot."
Perrin said "This is very "lack" of Air Force pilots to
why the Air
Tuesday. Feb. 23. from a.m. to he explained. However. in the exciting. Ifs new. cutting edge "man" a UAS is
its requirements
relaxed
Force
Force
Air
and
an
been
never
technology
has
this
past
$12
is
12:30 p.m. The course
and is currently allowing navifor AARP members (must show option unless one was an Air Leadership is really embracing
years ago gators like Col. Perrin to return
Thirty
he
importance.
its
Then
pilot.
trained
Force
nonfor
$14
your ID card).
to active duty to pilot a UAS.
found out the Air Force had I flew small remote control airmembers. or $6 for PrimeLife
Col. Perrin is a 1984 graduate
"relaxed" its requirements for planes and never dreamed I'd
members. The class helps drivone weapon system and was pilot a full-scale aircraft thou- of Murray High School, Murray,
ers refine existing skills and now taking air force navigators. sands of miles away via satelHe has a degree in
Ky.
develop safe. defensive driving
Aeronautical Engineering from
who are also commercial pilots. lite. It's also 'cosmic' to think
Aeronautical
techniques.
fly combat missions without Embry-Riddle
to fly predators. So he thought
University'. Prescott. Ariz. He
There are no tests and both this might be something he being 'physically' deployed. but
was ttn active-duty for I I years
AARP members and non-mem- would like to do. He applied rather 'virtually" deployed. My
bers can take the course. Upon and now has a class date to start wife and kids love this aspect of and flew KC- I 35Rs as a Senior
the Predator mission."
Instructor/Evaluator Navigator.
successfully completing the training in March. He' will
training in May and
In 2003. he entered the civilian
Col. Perrin v.,111 still have the
course. graduates tnay be eligi- complete
work force as a self-employed
begin flying combat missions opportunity to •physically•
ble to receive a state-marolated
immediately.
deploy. but not at the same rate commercial aenal photographer.
multi-year discount on their
He joined the Air Force
General he was accustom to while crewto
According
auto insurance premiums.
Reserves in 2001 and was
Atomics Aeronautical. the man- ing a tanker. When he was active
Pre-registration is required. ufacturer of the Predator, the with Tankers. he was typically
assigned to Arnold in 2006.
For more infortnation or to pre- UAS has logged more than deployed 50 percent of a year. Col. Perrin currently lives in
register. contact the Center for an% m to flight hours, of which With a Predator they've told hint Jackson. Tenn., with his wife.
Lara. and thc ir three children.
Health & Wellness at 762-134R. ()Nur more than half have heen to expect to be deployed once

Service News

Arnold Reservist called to active duty to fly UAS

Prime Life to
offer AARP
Drivers

Safety course

Murray State News receives 18 KPA awards
The awards were announced at
the annual conference in
Lexington Jan. 22.
Alaina Zanin won first place
for Best Editorial while Steve
Miller won first place and
Clayton Vertices third place for
Best Column. Miller also took
third place for Best Sports
Column

PIZZA SPECIALS'
GOOD ALL DAY EVERY DAY!
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Cheese
16"
16" Unlimited Toppings
12" - 3 With 3 Toppings
16" • 3 With Unlimited Toppings
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&Free
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Zeta Department will hear
musical program at meeting

Fort Donelson
plans special
events this
week-end

Student staff members of The
Murray State News won 18
awards in the 20(l9 Kentucky
Press Association (KPA) competition for col lege/university
newspapers.
Murray State University's
weekly student paper, advise(i
hy Joe Hedges. won third
tor the best overall newspapt r

Murray I.ed

.

Cnurch Groups - 20% Discount
Sunday & Wednesday

$8.00
$11.00
$1400
$24.00
°Km
0110
likt11-1k$

WE'LL HONOR ANY PIZZA COUPON

lialdis Grill
817 COLDWATERROAD • 7(52-0441 • 762-0442• 762-0443

Ricky Martin won third place
for Best Sports Feature. Ashley
Edwards third place for Best
Enterprise or Analytical Story
and Mia Walters third place for
Best On-Going Story.
Winning first-place honors
were Walters for Best Headline,
Rick Burress for Best Sports
Picturc. Elizabeth Johnson for
Best Sports Page/Section and
Robin Phelps for Best Graphic.
Other winners were David
Borum. second place. Best
Business/Ag
Business:
Charlotte Kyle. third place. Best

Headline anti third place, Best
Lifestyle Page: Jodi Keen. second place, Best Editorial Page;
and Misty Hays, honorable
mention, Best Feature Picture.
The News staff won third
place for Best Website and second place for Best Sports
Picture Essay.
Dr. Bob Lochte, chairman of
University's
Mun-ay State
department of journalism and
mass communications, serves as
the education representative to
the KPA board of directors.

Local Man Gallops 1.2 Miles
Without Pain
Ntici using Iliera-(iesit' pain creme on his
Itl \•XR(( N I
tortahl:" niniping thritugh toccn V1 hi k:
%%
s,irt: legs. I,tnt
laughing. according tit V1 line%\CN. \A hot asked about
the laughing. ite replied. the price itit this prialuct
is silly!"

(,i)pc:lull-W.1. with thera-limk'

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

I he feta Department uf the Murray
‘s onian's Club will meet Thu rsdas at 2 p.m.
iin the 11.14 er level of the club t souse. %lemhers
are asked to enter through the patio door.
oneida 55 hitt. w ill present a musical program. Bonnie Jones will gib-- the "Ilniught
for the Day."
‘lembers are asked to br ing non•perishahle food and household item, for Murray Calloway t. omit% Need Lint. Hostess, % will
bt Bonnie limes, 1.11111.TS lNlatarazzo and
Susan

St. Mark meeting l'hursday

C hurch Book
St. Mark's Anglican
Discussion Group will rneet Thtirsday from 6:30
to 8 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. The group will discuss "The Shack" by William Paul Young. The pu bite is invited to
attend for a stimulating and informative discussion on the timeless
question of"Where is Gocl in a world so filled with pain?" For more
information call Fr. Donald True at 1-270-804-8046.

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway County High School Basic Decision Making Council
will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the library modia center.

CCMS meeting Wednesday

Calloway County Middle School Laker Anchor Youth Services
Center will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in room 139.

GUEST SP
Applied Voc
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CCMS Council will meet

Calloway County Middle School Basic Decision Makni
Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the n tedia center.

WOW Lodges will meet

Woodmen of World Lodge 728 will meet Thur•iday at 6 p.m. at
Harmon Hall. A Valentine dinner will be held with members of
Lodge 592 being hostesses. Member% from both lodges are invited.

Free tax preparation planned
Trained AARP volunteers will be available at the Murray
Calloway Senior Citizens Center. 607 Poplar St , Murray, to assist
in filing personal income tax forrns, including I 040 1040A and
1040EZ. This service will be free of charge and will be available
each Wednesday through Apnl 7. Persons must ma ke appointments
by calling the center at 753-0929.

MMS meeting planned
Murray Middle School Curriculum & Instructioit meeting will be
Wednesday at 130 p.m. in Suzanne Hinton's classroom.

Free Couples event planned
Elm Grove Baptist Church will sponsor a "Frt.:-.e Couples Date
Night" on Saturday with dinner starting at 5 p.tn.. followed by
showing of the movie,"Fireproof." Childcare through 5th grade will
be provided. Persons are asked to register online on the "calendar"
page at www.elmgrovemurray.org or call 753-732 1. All interested
couples are invited and it is totally free.

Murray Star Chapter plans event
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Easte m Star will have
an inspection at its meeting tonight(Tuesday) at the Masonic building, Murray. Sherrie Witt of Ashland, worthy grant I matron, will be
present for the inspection. A potluck supper will he served at 6:30
p.rn. and the meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m. All mcmbers are urged
to attend.
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Weight Loss class planned
Kirksey United Methodist Church will conduct a I 3-week
Weight Loss Bible Study titled "First Place 4 Health" at 6 p.m.
tonight (Tuesday) in the fellowship hall of the church. For more
information call Katana Darnell at 489-2136.

Bingo planned tonight
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight luesday) at 6:30
p.m. at the KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For more information
call Pat at 489-2909.

Alzheimer's Group meetings canceled
Due to the need for an unexpected leave of absence, the
Alzheimer's Support Group meetings at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on second and fourth Tuesdays are canceled for the immediate future. An announcement will be made when t he meetings will
resume."We are sorry for any inconvenience that this may present
to you or your family." a group member said.

East meeting today
East Calloway Elementary School Based Decision Making
Council will meet today (Tuesday) at 5 p.m. in the teachers' lounge.
The public is invited.

UMW needs volunteers to sew
The United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church
still need volunteers to sew dresses and shorts for the 2010 mission
trip to Central America. With the snow last week, individuals were
unable to complete their work. Volunteers may pick up cut out
dresses and shorts at the church and sew them at home. For additional inforrnation call either Donna Toler at 489-6232 or Paula
Hulick at 753-0323 for additional information.
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Glendale Place sending cell phones
Glendale Place Assisted Living Community has sent off the third
round of cell phone donations to recelular. If you got a new cell
phone recently, then recycle your old or unused cell phone with the
program that recycles the old cell phones to purchase calling cards
for soldiers overseas. If you would like to donate your eld unused
cell phone. drop it off at Glendale Place. 906 Glendale Rd., Murray.

Community Warming Center ()pen
The Community Waiming Center, hosted at St. John's Episcopal
Church. 1620 West Main St.. Murray, will be open every night from
6 p.m. to 8 a.m. this winter. Dinner and breakfast will be provided.
All are welcome to come and get in out of the cold. No pre-registration is required. This center is sponsored by Cominunity Concerns
and Needs. For more information call 227-9109 or 753-6460

Visitor Guides now available
The 201(1 Murray Visitor Guide and event calendar is now available at the Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau. 201 South 4th
St.. Murray. or by calling 759-2199. Any business that would like to
display the guides, call the CVB.The brochure includes information
for visitors and locals, including accommodations_ dining. culture,
recreation and an event listing for all of 2010.
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GUEST SPEAKER: Marla Thomason. owner of '' The Cake Lady" in Murray speaks to the
Applied Vocational Skills Class at Calloway County High School. Thomason talked about what
it takes to open a business. how she got stalled as a home-based bakery and the hard work
involved in the operation of a small family-owned establishment.

PLAY PERFORMANCE: Murray kiliddle School 4th graders in Ms Hill's class recently performed their play "It could always be worse" during drama class

CCMS Academic Team claims top
title at District 3 Governor's Cup
Special to the Ledger
The Journey to the State Governor's Cup
Competition has begun for Calloway County
Middle School. Step 1 was the District 3 competition held at Mayfield Middle School on Janurary
23rd. The Lakers defeated Murray Middle,
Mayfield Middle and Graves Middle for the top
spot.
In the overall competition, points are received
for every top finisher. Calloway County Middle
School finished with 54.5 team points. Graves
County followed with 24.5 points. Murray Middle
finished third with 19 points and Mayfield Middle
fourth v.'ith 17 points
In the quick recall competition. the Lakers
defeated Murray and Mayfield in the first, second
and final mond% to claim the quick recall championship. Quick recall members are Cody Bergman.
Landon Fike. Robert Pruitt, Hudson Elliott, Nate
Clause. Mark Tyler, Josh Betts, Ryan Grace,
Cassidy Neal, and Aaron Allen.
In written assessments, students test in
Language Arts, Fine Arts and Humanities,
Mathematics. Science, Social Studies. and
Composition. Calloway placed eight different students in five events. Landon Fike placed first in
mathematics followed by Nate Clause in second.
In social studies. Nate Clause was second: Mark
Grace finished fifth.
Tyler placed third. mid

Landon Fike and Robert Pruitt grabbed the top
two spots in science; Fike placed first. Pruitt second. Meredith Mullins placed second in composihumanities. Cody Bergman placed
tion. In arts
first. Mark Tyler was third. and Hudson Elliott was
fifth.
Future Problem Solving il-PS) is a team competition where students design solutions to future
scenarios. Cody Bergman, Lorynn Deitz. Erica B.
Rogers. Emily Wood. and Cassidy Neal finished
first in FPS
According to the Kentucky Association for
Academic Competition. Governor's Cup was
founded in 1986 as a way to promote. reward and
recc.)gnize outstanding academic achievenient.
Since then. Governor's Cup has become the state's
premier academic event, involving over 20.000
students. nearly 12fX) schools. and thousands of
coaches, administrators, parents aria commuiiity
leaders who sec the rewards gained from encouraging academic performance through properly
structured and professionally. administered acaden lie coinpetition.
The Lakers will compete nest at the Regional
competition held at Paducah Middle Schtiol. The
CC MS Academic Team is coached by Scott Pile.
Whitney Pile. Brad Damall, Zach Rudolph, Lynn
Me hon, Christy VValker, and Jeanetta McCallon.

t'oto provided

GOLD TAGS: Students at Murray Elementary eam a gold tag when they have receWed ten
tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for Success. Students receiving the .
award Feb. 1 — 4, 2010 were, front from left. Daniel Lewis, Noah Garland, Emma Stallins and
Travis Tnmble; back, from left, Ernily Reed. Sam Snow, Lily Sanchez, McKenna Phelps, Ian
Jett and John Humphrey.
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PAWSITIVES: Each week student s at Murray Elementary who eam "pawsitives" throughout
the week receive special reward:J. Students selected for Jan. 22 were: Manuel Figueroa,
Bailee Houghtby, Layla Wiles, Chloe Adams. Sam McClure, Natalia Karvounis, Hanna Scott,
Caroline Kim, Isaiah Gonzales. Brianna Frazier, Joey Ramos, Perry Owens, Caitlin Nemey.
Noah Merriss, Janet Pacheco,Josh Morgan. Seth Herrell, Amy Kobraei, Nathaniel Joseph, and

ecision Making
eachers' lounge.
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Front: Mark Tyler, Chns Gomez, Nate Clause, Landon Fike, Thomas Canning: Second Row:
Josh Betts, Aaron Allen, Hudson Elliott, Cody Bergman: Third Row: Cassidy Neal, Erica
Coach
Rogers, Megan Queen. Olivia Stokes: Back Row: Ryan Grace, Coach Zach Rudolph,
Deitz,
Scott Pile, Coach Whitney Pile, Robert Pruitt, Coach Brad Darnall; Not Pictured: Lorynn
Burkhart.
Adnanna
and
Mullins
Emily Wood. Meredith

Geographic Bee winner heads to Washington, D.C.
Special to the Ledger
James Harrison, a 6th grade student at
Cidloway County Middle School. won the
sc hool-level competition of the National
Geographic Bee and a chance at a $25.000 college scholarship. The school-level Bee. at which
students answered oral questions on geography.
was the first mund in the 22nd annual National
Geographic Bee. 8th grader Travis Tucker placed
2nd in the CCMS Bee and 7th grader Mark Tyler
placed 3rd.
The kickoff for this year's Bee was the week
of November 9. with thousands of schools
.tround the United States and in the five U.S. ter! o ories participating. The school winners. including Harrison. will now take a written lest: up to
100 of the top scorers in each state will be eligible to compete in their state Bee April 9. 2010.
Winners from each state will travel to
Photo provided
winner
Bee
D.C. on May 25 to conipete for the
grade),
Washington
(tith
From left. Travis Tucker
lifetime membership in the
James Harrison (6th grade), Mark Tyler (7th sc holarship.
to the Galapagos Islands.
trip
a
and
Society.
grade)

Grant Jones

For the
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NM Wanted

MCTA is hiring for Part-tirra.
Transit l/rivers
7aro-7pm Nlonday-SaturdaY

INVITATION TO BID
PART1 - GENKRAL
1 1 SUMMARY
CENTER RIDGE WATER DISTRICT NO. 1 WATER LINE IMPROVEMENTS.
This pelmet is for the construction of approuniately 12,750 feet of 3' PVC Water
Main with assonated valves. flush hydrants. aerviee re-connections and
appurtenances
CENTER RIDGE N'ATER DISTRICT NO. 4. WATER UNE IMPROVEMEN"I'S
This prowet is for the construction of approximately 1.350 feet of 3' PVC Water
Main. new line valves, flush hydrants and appurtenances
Sealed bids will be received by Me Center Ridge Water Dastnct.
Geotech Engmeering & Testang, Inc.. at 601 N 4th Street an Murray.
Central Standard Time on Wednesday. March •
Kentucky. until 10,00 A
2010. at which time they will be opened and read aloud Bids received
after 10700 A.M. will not be accepted, no exceptions
Detailed Specifications. Drawings, Bad Forms and Instructions to Bidder
may be secured from Geotech Engineering & Tasting. Inc., 601 N 4th
Street. Murray Kentucky 42071- Phone: 2701 753-7307, upon payment of
850 ma per set. Much is non refundable

n•Yerve the nght

The Center Ridge Water District

We are looking for a parson that has- integri
good work ethic. ,ensc ol responsthilits
CDL and Non-CDL positions
Qualifications are
-Must be at least 21 years old
4lialid KY Driver's License
'High-School Diploma or GED
•No Mos ing traffic violations in the past 2 yeau,
•No drug or alcohol charges within 7 years
All qualified applicants mtast pass a pre-empl oymeni
testing before being considered any further
•DOT Ph:Nut-al
•DOI Drug and Alcohol Test
•Crumnal Record 0leek
•CPR and First Aid
TITLE VI NOTICE OF PROTECTIONS
AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
Please submit application at Murray
Calloway Tran.sit Authorite locatet I at
1111 Transit NSay. 753-9725

The results troll be rt leased only after the approval of Center Ridge
Water Ihstrict
reyect anr or all bids

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

GET VMS 111
AD FOR ONLY
$75AX1PER
•• MONTH
'CALL 753-1916
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THE Murray Lodger. &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inamuracies do °tele
Readers using this
t‘forination do so at
risk
own
fteir
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
&
Ledger
Murray
Torres. nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever tor their activities

LOST Black ana white
jack Russell, rough
coat in
FarmingtoreColdwater
area 293-8979.
.489 2676

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a full-tirne afternoon LPN posrtion
We also otter an
excellent beinern package. Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton KY 42025
EOEIAAE NO PHONE
CAU_S PLEASE
BUSY medical office
looking for full time
assistant.
medical
Clinical or x-ray experience preferred Duties
will include precerting
procedures.
Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-Y, Murray, KY
42071.
LOCAL restaurant
seeks Store Manager
Expenence preferred
not required. Full time
day & night Must be
flexible Send resume
to P.0 Box 5c,
Paducah. KY 42002
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Murray Ledger i Times
I
P.O. Box 1040
A
I
Murray. KY 42071
A
1
I
Or call (270) 753-1916

C.N.A.'S wanted.
Current or past.
Caregivers
needed to help
senior adults stay at
home
Parl-time flexibie
hours
compentive pay
Call 270-707-4283 or
aezell senior
fielpers.corn
DATA entry person
Tuesday/
needed
Thursday in busy pharmacy setting. $8.50.hr
Fax resume 10.
759-3614 by Feb 12M

DISCLAIMER
whco accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classified,
webpage
murrar ledtter.com.
you wail be redirected
to Joboetwcrig.corn
By default.
Murray arid local rob
listings wtll appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. nu all hstinp
on the yobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have atIL
questions regarding
the Mumar area
fob hstargs Thank
AR
EXPERIENCED
clerk. full-time. seasonMail
Mar-Oct
al
resume to PO Box
328, Nlurray
GIFT shop seeking
sales clerk for parttime, possibly leading
to full-time posrtion
Must have retail expenonce. Must work well
voth public, have honest, dependable work
ethic Experience with
floral design a plus
Send resume to
P.O.-Box 1040-D
Murray, KY 42071
HOME based business. unlimrted
income, pin my Avon
team, call Kim.
(270)873-9917
MEDICAL ofhce looking for part time receptionist. Send resume to
1040-Y,
P0
Box
Murray. KY 42071.
NOW hiring friendly.
smiling faces Apply at
Wendy s
ONCOLOGY office in
Murray seeking RN
part-time May lead to
fun-time Send resume
to PO Box 1040-B
Murray, KY 42071
PART time warehouse
position needed Pickat
application
up
Fleming Furniture 3060
HWY 641N., Murray,
KY 42071

Angels Attic thrift store is seeking carvirlates
for Me posrhon of full time manager
•iTues - Set.). starting Apnl 15.
•Bachelors degree preferred: non-protit
expenence a plus
•Salary and benefits negotiable. depend eni
upon qualifications
Job oescnpnon may be picked up at the store.
972 Chestnut St..Murray, Ky.. Tues. through
Sat. from 11 a.m. to 5 p m , or by requesting a
iob clescnption at angelsattic@murray-k y.nel
interested persons should submit
1) a cover letter descnbing qualification--;
2) a resurne of education and expenenc e,
and 3) the names and telephone numbers of
throe references. Matenals shoJici
be subimeted to Angels Attic at the above
address Of by emaii.
TEMPORARY AGRCULTURAL LABOR
04/01/2010 to 12/31,2010 - KY/03334417
Workman F8ITTIS, Hazel, KY (20 openings)
Temporary Tobacco Farrn Labor - Labor
Wage $7 25/$8.29 hr Depending on crop
activity. 3/4 contract hours guaranteed.
All tools and equip furnished at r c
charge Housing provided for those beyond
comrrirting at no cost Transportat on
arid subsistence pay. after 50% of
contract completed., Transport daily to
work srte Apply tor this lob at nearest Office
of State Woricforce Agency in this
slate. Using Job order numbers above
wrth a copy of this advertsement St,btect
to random drug and alcohol tests at employers
expense.

The Place to Start._ Murray LedOer & Times
270 753-1916

HOUSE & Off ice
cleaning References.
293-3253
LPN looking for sitter
lob with sick as- elderly.
Call 753-0' 72 and
leave message.
RETIRED LPN will sit
with sick or e
any shift. 753--6692

11211

11usoness
Opportunity

IF you are a sunall business owner looking for
another
revenue
source. please read.
Budget Truck Rental is
looking for a retail-onented business to
become an authorized
dealer for the Murray
area The ie.:tat business should be dedicdted to customer
service and toe zoned
properly for trucks
Buoget pays excellent
commissions with is no
up
capita!
front
required. For information
contac t
Keith
Wilhelm at
314-494-2658.
Need cash? L.:ke candles? Make money
selling candles: Call
Terri e 270-331-8585
or info

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
RepaireUt grades
759.3556

tornoit
tst-

761110144
(271)) 761
490'
1 14,u1 I
.

NOLL
MOTOR

FOR SALE:
21 Storage Units
Potential income
$950/mo.
$11 5.000 obo
227-3961
227-8290

48R. CM/A all appli
ances Coleman RE
'53-9898

Treasures
1306 S 12th St
Flea Market
Vendors Wanted
(270)761-6255

1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-8556
TUD 1409-545-11133
Ext. 2141
E2o4 OpOortoort
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage All appliances
washer,
including
dryer, and dishwasher
$510imo. 759-5885 or
293-7085.

• LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WAPID ELKINS
'

(270) 753-1713
Prowood
FIREWOOD
(270)210-8287 or
(270)226-3845 Pick up
or delivery

NICE quiet, 3-bedroom
mobile home, big yard
serni-furnished, washer & dryer. refrigerator,
stove. central-heat &
air. internet. no pets,
+
month
$475.00
deposit, North school.
5 00
atter
Cal!
(270)767-7694.
320
Aparteents Far Rant

I

1 BR apartment. All
utilities paid, 'Kid hookup. 5450 per month
plus deposrt
270-227-4325

1BR. all appliances
1619-B Chns Dr
53504-deposit.
753-4219
1BR. once reduced.
venous locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2 bedroom apartments
available. One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
Call 753-2905.
2 or 3BR, 2BA. appliances furnished. S475600. Deposit required.
(270)345-2777
2BR duplex, w/appliances & carport, no
pets. Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU, oPPIIances furnished.
CM/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 2BA, 404 Bambs
Cl North. Call
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653
2BR. 2BA, garbage
water & cable included.
$600 month, 1 year
lease. 104 Park St
for
ask
753-9479
Debbie Mac or 759a5k for Steve
r 5.00prn
e9
n0
l5
a
2BR, 2BA, no pets.
$500/rent + deposit.
293-5423.
3BR, 2BA, no pets
$700/mo + $700
deposit 293-5423
3BR, 2BA. very nice
1800 Valley Dr
5700/mo 753-5344

A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Calloway Garden
E5Se8 DONans
Apartments

Trends N

E

LOCALLY grown premium nay. Available at
Alfalfa,
times.
all
grass mixes
mixes,
.Square and round
bales Some wrapped
protein, TDN
Htgh
Stuctents & truckers
270- 753welcome
8848 before 9•00prn

Apirtmets For Mint

LARGE 38F1 apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/Hirk W&D
$600 water sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696,
293-4600

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 01-800-6413-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled Large deck
wfth great view. W/D,
stove.
refrigerator.
Very
quiet. Ali utilities paid
electric
including
$600/m0 plus deposit
270-492-8211

A&B Quality used
hirrirture & Auction Inc
282 Hwry 402 East
Hardin, KY 42069
(270)293-5762 Sonny
or Bonnie (270)2059835 Nielody
(731)707-8367
Auctioneer Ronaid
Burton
Now accepting
Consig rments,
M - Sal 10-2

1850 St. RI. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
;

1%1 01'1
1011
NIB(

n es

•

.1,51 RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S. 4T1-I ST.
& GleneadeCaraer oi
HAP)S25 lt/x0
1270) 436-2524
1270) 293-1)906

I

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauts
753-9600

2BR/1BA in city, completely redecorated,
new heating & AC
units, kitchen stove,
fridge, WO-hookup.
no pets. $450. You
pay utilities. Can
addWasher/Dryer
units-extra.
TEL.-270-767-1176.
3BR/2BA brick in city,
quiet residential neighborhood, central-heat
& air, kitchen stove,
fndge, dishwasher,
big
W/D-hookup,
fenced back yara.
$850.
TEL.-270-767-1176.
FOR Sale or Lease
38R 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car garage
270-873-78'26

Commarical Prop For Rent
COMMERCIAL buildng for lease Free
standing building with
parking. Great location
in Murray $350/per
month Available now
Call now 615-478-4724
866-496 0062
380
Pats Sucplies
I
I
2 male black lab puppies. AKC Registered
and up to date On
shots. (731)694-023e
AKC registered
Doberman Pinscher
puppies $500 & up
Ready beginning of
March 731-336-7848
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
WHITE pit bull puppies, 6 weeks old
Both parents on premises (270)210-2726
390

NICE 3.000 sq. ft. 2
brick, C/H/A,
story
fenced in yard. Pets
$650/mo.
welcome
5600/deposit. 301 N
4th St. 227-3250.

1995 F-2!
$3,600 435-

4.14
LAWN Si
mowing,
Lands(
teat Vac
Satisfaction
753-1816

1(270)227-0
All Carpant
New homes.
Remodel. ;
Rotten floc
Siding.
Roofing, Mc
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmr
.censeo &
YOU
COUL
MERE
ONLY
A MO
CALL 7

Sinte
24 mutt
Res.. Com
licensed S
All inhs - hi

753-9

SUBS(
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$30.00 -3
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753-
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HAPPY
Wednesda

Morro
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avanable on an Nual opportsr..,- haws
• •_-ther awastane with Far

This year.
ping into y
your instii
better than
works me
experts do
no one hi
that you
involving
yourself.
instincts ar
single. taki
out each
might have
someone
unavailabli
go away to
CORN ma

The Stars
Day You'l
4-Positive;
3-Average:

Houses F-or Fleet
2BR. 2BA. completely
remodeled. 1504
Belmont Dr.
$700/monthly. No pets.
270-753-8767,
270-2_93-4600.

2009 Hyunc
hatchback is
miles. 36S13,000 10
warranty 971

Hill Elo
KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

LARGE 3BR, 2f3A in
quiet neighborhood,
C/H/A. All appliances &
lawn service.
227-5173.
NICE, 1BR, wicl.
smoke free, no pets, 1
yr lease $375/mo.
226-8006

INSIDE yard sale at
Lynn Grove Country
Everything
Comer.
must go dirt cheept
Clothes for ail ages.
male & female, boy's &
iittle girls & lots morel
Any questions call
Sanch Kemp at
435-4500

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
1270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4prr M-F

iloilandmoto
270-75

Niti s
RR LI

I
17(1-293-7314
1741-'93-.7315

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
PART-TIME server
Magnolia Tea room.
Call 492-6284 to set
up appt or come in
after 3:00pm for interview.
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Immedate openings
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated. hardworking team player
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bnng
resurne to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N.. Murray, KY
42071
SMALL
business
bookkeeper.
seeks
This position is responsible for processing
Accounts Payable and
reviewing iob costs.
providing cash flow
reports, bank reconciliation maintaining various tleet record and
related tax returns
Duties also include
back-up for payroll processing, various clencal tasks. Applicants
must have minimum
s
r
y
5
Accounting/Managmen
experience
also
Requirements
include Excel and
Maxwell Accounting
System. EOE Send
resume to: 101 Liberty
Dr.. Suite 7. Kevil. KY
42953
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I ize nits
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

CASH paid tor
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

VISA •
390
Lessee* Susan

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Want to Buy

Full Time Manager Wanted:
Meta SWIM

We Buy 1
t111122C.
I Xeibt R
Se11ifIS an
lr, tore.:
I
We:
Can
N., Cost
No Equi

We Fi

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

190 ;am Ewa:moor
16 heat, Egutproothi
200 Soon. E.S.P.'•'.
210 F1100,3.1
220
260 MO.* nom. Lots For Sate
270 Waal. 1-14,1•11 For Sala
240 Mob* troutes For Front

Murray Le/

L

Supplia

HAY mixed grass
$3.00 bale. Small
square bales.
753-1287

440
Lats For Sala
L__
WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates
1414 Oakhill Dr .
145x175, quiet cul-clesac. Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

NEW 2.100sq.ft. 2BR
2BA, 2 car garage
county gashvater near
Murray. hilltop acre.
$139.000.
270-519-8570

New 24
Bedroom hones in
Rived/aid Estates.
BG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
NEW
CONSTRUCTION
3Bect, 2Bath
1.4180 sq. ft. Sunset Blvd
S139.000(270)293-2482
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best. Tor
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difficult ngl
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Homes For Sale

We Buy HowiesI
imnieduirc
Iehl Reliefs t trig WI &tune'
ForesAttstac
Htele Buyers
Can Help.
N, C:csist 1-c, You
(st t, Equity OK
76IHOME.Coilti
(270) 761-HOFMC

Fn.11
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-- MIK I pat
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HOLLAND
MOTORS.ALES
We Finance

mown
VISA

r stock

Supplies

-

hollandmotorsales cam
270-753-4461
2009 Hyundai Accent
hatchback under 6,000
miles. 36-42 mpg.
513,000 10yr/100,000
warranty 978-2090
500

IORSE
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NI24 \III
IN( I 101 I)
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L LY grown prehay. Available at
Alfalfa,
times
grass mixes
,
e and round
Some wrapped.
protein, TDN.
& truckers
270-753me.
)efore 9:00pm
Yrd Sale

E yard sale at
Grove Country
ir.
Everything
go dirt cheap!
is for all ages.
k female, boy's &
iris & lots more!
questions call
Kemp at
500

3Psaliat Saie

Used Trucks
Ford
1995 F-250
53,500. 435-4498.

accepting
graments1
1C-2

3fleet Estate
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ect to tly Federal Farr
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IDED lot in
abet' Estates
Oakhill Dr,
175, quiet cul-de:all 978-0876 or
469
H omes FOf Sat.:
2,100sg.tt 2BR
2 car garage
y gas/water near
ay. hilltop acre
,000.
it 9-8570

New 2-4
room hones ba
e rfleki Estates.
Real Property
'rofesslottab
293-7872
-NEW
STFIUCTION
ect, 2Bath
.480 sq. ft. Met Blvd
S139.0000)29j-2482

530
Ssnwats Ofie-en
436-2867 Lamb s
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Ciean
out garages. gutters,
iunk & tree work.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offenng septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPUANCE REPAIR
PARTS
SERVICE
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs. decks preswashed
sure
and
stained.. 436-2228.
UR IA St I Kt Valk
1\11\I .

&
Llt i

\ I EN

11
FREE

•
L&AL
LAWN SERVICE
Hawing,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming •
Satisfaction graranreed

EgriMATES
(270)873-9916
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

•

753-1816 Zr7-0611
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Cone.
New homes, Additions,
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding.
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Horne
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
L.censed & Insured

(270) 227-9212

YOUR AD
COULD IIE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

removal
Trimming
stump gnncling.
firewood insured
489-2839

Hill Electric
sin,, 190
24 Noun sconce

)uality used
ire & Auction Inc
!wry 402 East
1, KY 42069
?93-5762 Sonny
n the (2701205Melody
707-6367
ineer Ronald

CLASSIFIEDS

Slurray Ledger & Times

• Res.. Com.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!
$30.00 -3 months
carrier delivery
753-1916

530
ed -1
OfIr.
Sorrows

FUTRELL'S Tree

Servrce

Ace 'Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aerial Bur:ketTruck
lnsu red

• weeil
•pecial pickups'
• locally ownedkiperated

759-1151 • 293-27S3
293-2784
II

t

3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087 •
•
1 ,1-,

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
If 1PF'Y
SS ednesday, Feb. 10, 2010:
This year, make a point of tapping into your inner self. Often
your instincts will guide you
better than anything else. Logic
works more often than not:
experts do give good advice, but
no one has the understanding
that you do about a situation
involving you. Learn to trust
yourself. Your intuition and
instincts are excellent. If you are
single. take your time checking
out each potential suitor. You
might have a tendency to attract
someone who is emotionally
unavailable. If you are attached.
go away together more. CAPRICORN makes a good healer.

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8796
TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing. Pole
Barn, Shingles
(270)804-6884.
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free
Rhone
estimates.
436-2562. 227-0267

Inf facesellets Mar
tee! passionate about one issue
atter another. Perhaps focusing
on your daily happen ings or a

project will help. Tonight: Get
some extra R and R.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.. 22)
***** Your creativ ity comes
out right now and seems endless. Others seem unusually
optimistic, and it might be the
perfect time for a long-overdue
conversation. Understanding
evolves to a much higher ievel
than you thought possible.
Tonight. Take a midweek break.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Stay close to home, if possible. If you must head into the
office in order to accomplish
more ot what you want, then do.
Try to avoid socializing or taking
away from the immediate situation. Laugh and relax with othThe Stars Show the Kind of ers Tonight: Light a fire and curl
Day l'utell Have: 5-Dynamic.: up.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
4-Positive;
***** Keep communication
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
flowing. A situation mig ht be confusing or take away frorr your
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
sense of well-being. This is or*
**** You might want to take a passage. Intelligence and
charge rather than let a good
imagination merge. You seem to
idea drop away. The issue
be on top of your game Tonight:
remains. you might have to folHanging out.
low an untried path in order to
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
desire.
you
goal
the
achieve
21)
Your instincts come through with
*** Your finances become
appearmust
A
a boss. Tonight:
very important. and you will want
ance.
to stay ahead of the g.ame. Your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
creativity surges in the face of an
***** Keep the conversation opportunity. Do erase the word
an
moving. Think twice about
"impossible" from your language.
opportunity that surrounds a
Know what you want . Tonight:
family situation. You mlght intrinOrder in.
sically feel that there could be a CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
backfire. A friend might come ***** Right now everyone
through in a big way. Tonight: A
seems to have something to say.
gel-together could be more fun
In the midst of all the jabbenng,
than you anticipated.
there might be somethi. g useful
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
to hear. Check out an opportuni**** Let a partner assume the ty with your eyes open. Tbnight:
lead. He or she probably will hit Whatever knocks your socks off.
some flak without your help. This AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
person needs that experience in *** Know when it might be
order to understand you a bit appropriate to back off Your
more fully. Let him or her have instincts guide you with a money
the chance. Tonight: Go with matter. Your ability to listen to
anothers solution.
everything that is shar ed comes
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
forward. Integrate information
***** Defer to a partner. New with the help of others Tonight:
information comes forward
Do your thing.
Listen to news. yet don't hesitate PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
to get several opinions, especial- **** Zero in on what you want
ly an expel's. You might want to now that others prove to be supsort through what path would be portive. You have a lot of positive
best. Tonight: Just don't be energy and do make a differalone.
ence. Focus on what is important
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
to a key partner or fnend in your
be
could
pattern
*** An steady
life. Tonight: Find your fnends.
to
seem
difficult nght now. as you

9, 2010 • 7

Weems scholarship established for CSET students

M urray State Um vers y
(MSU)students in the college of
science, engineering arid technology will benefit greatly from
the Thomas N. and Marjorie J.
Weems Scholarship, ret.ently
established through a generous
bequest gift from the late Dr.
Thomas Weems and his late
wife, Marjorie. both of New
Mexico.
This endowment will provide
i I Mks
film:16a! support to pre-medical
1141
.111 \
and pre-dental students pursuing
degrees at MSU. Recipients will
*Mottjou A: Moilattiat:
be selected based on the finan*I 1st. e
cial needs of the student and the
•cal• I I6111. I II,
student's scholastic ability.
, If 411.4.16
.4 II.
of
Thomas, a native
t .1
•VI L'rl 1.$ LIkk
Montgomery County, Tenn.,
was a 1934 graduate of Murray
.1701'27-195K
State Teacher's College. After
LICENSED Eiectncian. graduation, he served in the
good work. low rates. United States Airtorps during
No job to small. Call World War II. As navigator for a
270-293-5381 or
squadron of four B26 medium
270-435-4098.
bombers, Thomas received the
Distinguished Service Cross, the
ML Garage Doors
installation Repairs & nation's second highest honor
on for "extraordinary heroism in
Maintenance
garage doors & opera- action near Midway Island on
tors 293-2357
June 4, 1943." His squadron was
first in the Army Aircorps ft)
SIMMOCI'S Handyman
ciu-ry out a torpedo attack
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
against enemy ships. His plane
Don. Murray area
was one of the only two to return
519-13570.
from their mission that day.
THE Murray Ledger & Following Midway he saw furTiMOS corisiders its ther action in the South Pacific
sources reliable, but where he was based on the
inaccuracies do occur
island of New Caledonia.
Readers rising this
After his retum to the United
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons ar id companies menticined harem.
are believer i to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

I uesday, February

Thomas N. and Marjorie J. Weerras
States. Thomas obtained a dental surgery degree at the
University of Tennessee. Upon
completion of dental school.
Thomas returned to active duty
in the Air Force as a dentist for
two years. In 1952 he left active
duty arid entered the U.S. Air
Force Reserve from which he
retired as a lieutenant colonel.

He t hen opened his dental practice in Las Cruces. N.M., which
he maintained until his retiremen t in 1983.
T'homas married Marjorte
Jean Milne in April 1943.
Marjorie was born in Ukiah,
Mendocina County, Calif., and
was a member of a pioneer
Cali fornia family. She was edu-

cated in local schools and graduated from a business college.
For 58 years Marjorie devoted
her life to being a wife to her
husband. She enjoyed traveling
with him, hosting family
reunions and entertaining their
wide circle of friends. Boti
Thomas and Marjorie were
active in their church, as well as
in local civic and business
organizations.
Even though they did nci
have children of their own',
Thomas and Marjorie dearlY
loved their extended family,
which included nieces and
nephews, great nieces and
nephews, and grandrueces and
nephews.
Because of their generous
nature, their love of children and
their wish to help students
obtain degrees in higher education, Thomas and Marjone
worked with the Merrill Lynch
Trust Company to establish a
trust to benefit students a!
hlurray State University. This
gift is one of the largest ever
received by the university and
will greatly assist MSU scholars
wishing to pursue degrees in the
medical and dental fields.
Mrs. Marion Milne, sister-inlaw of the late Mrs. Weems.
said, "Thomas and Marjorie
were both wonderful people and
they would be so pleased to
know how much their gift to
Murray State University is
appreciated."

WKCTC event to feature
Times' best-selling author
PADUCAH, Ky. - Niarcus
Luttrell will be at West
Kentucky Community and
Technical College Clemetn Fine
Arts Center on Feb. 19 for two
presentations. Luttrell's SI New
York Times best-selling book.
"Lone Survivor," tells the harrowing story of four Navy
SEALs who journeyed into the
of
border
mountainous
Afghanistan and Pakistan on
Operation Redwing. An unparalleled motivational story of survival. the book is also a moving
tribute tu the friends and teammates who did not make it off
the mountain. A powerful testament to the courage. integrity.
patriotism and community that
forged these American heroes,
"Lone Survivor" is an incredible
account of teamwork, fortitude
arid modern warfare. The operation and the following rescue
attempts lost more SEALs in a
one-day period than any other
SEAL activity in their history.
Luttrell will be available for a
1 p.m. interview open to area
high school groups, veterans and
senior citizens, WKCTC students, faculty and staff, and the
general public. At 7 p.m., join
Keynote
a
for
Luttrell
Presentation discussing his
"Lone
and
experiences
Survivor." The keynote presentation will be followed by a book
signing. Books will be available
for purcha.se.
Reading groups will be at
West Kentucky Community anti
Technical College on Feb. 9 and
17 to discuss "Lone Survivor."
The reading groups will be held

Marcus Luttrell
at 12:30 p.m. in the Matheson
Library Reading Room on the
campus of West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College. The group will be led
by Tammy Thompson, WKCTC
Public Relations Coordinator.
The group will follow the book
chapter by chapter, discussing
the main topics of interest such
as: the book's characters, the rigorous training of the Navy
SEALs, the role the media plays
in a time•of war, how tragedy
affects our lives. and more. The
reading groups are free and open
to the public. For more information on the reading groups, contact Tammy Thompson at (270)
534-3212 or tammy.thompson@ketcs.edu.
Tickets for both events are
available at 270-534-3212 or
www.artsinfocus.org.

Network praises committee
vote banning restraint and
seclusion of schoolchildren
WASHINGTON, DC - The
National Disability Rights
Network (NDRN) praised the
House Education and Labor
Committee for passing H.R.
4247, the Preventing Harmful
Seclusion and Restraint in
Schools Act.
The conunittee passed the Act
Feb.4 in a bipartisan 34-10 vote.
The Act will establish minimum
standards that prohibit the use of
restraint and seclusion on
schoolchildren except when
there is inunediate danger to the
child or others. The Act also
requires, among other things.
parental notification when a
child is restrained or secluded.
Curt Decker, executive director of NDRN. said: "It is unconscionable that school children
are left unprotected from the
same abuse banned in hospitals
and institutions."
Decker praised the work of
Education and Labor Conunittee

Chairman George Miller (DCA) and Representative Cathy
McMorris Rodgers (R-WA).
lead sponsors of the bill, and the
Obama Administration for their
work to end the abusive use of
restraint and seclusion in
schools.
NDRN has released a series of
reports titled School is not
Supposed to Hurt. The reports
uncovered the shocking consequences of the use of restraint
and seclusion which include
injury and even death and were
the catalyst for a GAO investigation. Department of Education
involvement and the current
House and Senate legislation.
The reports also found that
states have inconsistent or nonexistent laws.
"It is crucial the full House and
Senate pass this bill so that minimum standards protecting children are established nationwide." Decker said.

Pictured is John Weatherly bemg
ment celebration.

Photo provided
recognized at a recent retire-

Weatherly retires from
MCCH after 20 years
SPECIAL TO THE LEDGER
thn Weatherly was honored
Department
recent
a
at
Director's celebration honoring
his retirement from MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Weatherly has devoted 28 years
of service to MCCH working as
Chief of Respiratory
the
Therapy and Directory of
Cardiopulmonary services. He
began at Murray Hospital on
Jan. 4, 1982.
Weatherly was a graduate of
Mur ray High School and
Murray State University. He
recei ved his Bachelors Degree
Biology and Physical
in
Education and completed his
Masters' in Education. John
recei ved additional training at

the University of Chicago
School of Respiratory Therapy.
"I am proud to have been able
to work in Murray and be a part
of our medical community."
Weatherly said. "I have always
had a lot of pride in the Murray
community and our hospital."
John Weatherly looks forward to spending his retirement
doing some of the things he
loves most, like spending time
with family and friends, sailing,
and attending as many Murray
State and Murray High athletic
functions that he can. He is marrted to Bobbie, his wife of
almost 40 years, and they have
two sons - Preston and Robert
Weatherly. He is also the proud
grandfather of four grandchildren.

Lake Barkley State Resort Park
to present comedy dinner theater
Families and individuals can
C ADIZ, Ky. - Lake Barkley
State Resort Park is hosting a ,nrajoy this event and the other
dinner theater that should bring entertainment and lodging
joy and a lot of laughs to its opportunities at the park. Lake
guests.
Barkley. State Resort Park is the
Marty Pollio is a star of TV largest state resort park in
and film. He has performed on Kentucky- and features a lodge,
the -Tonight Show" with Johnny cottages, the Windows on the
Carson and Jay Leno and has Water Restaurant, a seasonal
appeared on Jerry Lewis campground, 18-hole golf
Tele thons. He has also per- course, fitness center with
formed part of his act in the indoor pool. manna, fishing,
mov ie "Punchline" with Tom tennis courts, hiking trails, gift
Hanks and Sally Field and has
shop, and recreational and
had recurring parts on many telnature progranuning. The park is
evisi on shows, including "Night
located at 3500 State Park Road
and
Nest"
"Empty
Court,"
in Cadiz. From 1-24, take the
"Blo ssom."
T he dinner and show is avail- Highway 68 exit west toward
able for advance reservation Cadiz.
For more information contact
until Feb. 24 and there will be
at
Edmonds
limit ed seating for this event. Nick
Call 1-800-325-1708 for reser- nick.edmonds@ky.gov or call
the lodge at 1-800-325-1708.
vatiasns.
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Looking Bs
loway County Court House.
10 years ago
Births reported include a boy'
Published is a pict ure of Kristen Crew. a nursine. student at to Mr. and Mrs. J. Marvin. Feb.
Murray State Univen-aty arid vol- 4.
40 years ago
unteer for Angels Community
Elizabeth (Betsy) Riley has
Clinic, stocking thc, pharmacy
pnor to opening of tl le free clin- been named Star Student of the
ic when the first client s were seen. Education Department of the
The photo was by Staff Pho- Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. She is the daughter of
tographer Bernard K..ane.
Rollie E. Kelly, ft srmer owner Betty. and Vernon Riley and a
and operator of Mu rray. Hatch- senior at Calloway County High
ery., celebrated his 105th birth- School. Mrs. June Wilson,teacher
of Engish. w.as named her "Star
day. on Jan. 12.
Calloway County' Lakers won Teacher" by Riley.
Navy Petty Officeer Third
66-53 and Lady Lak ers lost 5041 to basketball tea ms of Ful- Class Richard V. Farrell, son of
ton County.. High t(_-am scorers Mr. and Mrs. Richard Farrell of
were Mitchell Merl ure for the Murray, is serving aboard the
Lakers and Tiffany Lassiter for Aircraft Carrier USS America in
the Caribbean area off the coast
the Lady Lakers.
of Quantanamo, Cuba.
20 years ago
Murray Civitan Club will hold
Winners of the e,-aay contest
on 'Freedom Our Most Precious its annual Preachers Night on Feb.
Heritage" were Tay' lor Barnett. 19.
50 years ago
first. Kathy Wilson, second. and
Dr. Walter O. Parr. guest
Kina Hurt,. third. lihe contest
was sponsored by the Murray. speaker. spoke about "Building
Peace Through Fnendship" at a
Optimist Club.
Mr. and Mrs. la Ines Shock- meeting of the Murray Rotary
ley will be married For 50 years Club at the Murray' Woman's Club
house.
Feb. 11.
Elected as officers of the
Beauton Hart pres.ented a lesson on "Sunrooms and Green- Murray State College Alumni
houses" at a meet ing of the Association were Charles 1.
Souith Pleasant Grow.- Homemak- Baugh of Mayfield. president, and
ers Club held at the home of Dew Drop Rowlett of Murray.
vice president.
Linda Workman.
Mrs. Myrtle Ray of Rt. 6, Mur30 years ago
Fire destroyed the home of ray. was the winner of the "A
Stan Downs. locatc-d on A.B. Shower of Gifts" event. sponsored by the Murray Merchants.
Lassiter Road. on Feb. 8.
60 years ago
Published is a pi...lure of the
Dr. Hugh L. Houston of MurCalloway County FR igh School
Cheerleaders for 19-79-80. They ray' has been re-elected to the
are Debbie Ferguson Lori Hale. Board of Trustees of Blue Cross
Donna Swift, Dee [lee Darnell. Hospital Plan.
Births reported include a boy
Celisa Curd. Susan Byars, Debbie Stubblefield and I tegin a Cun- to Mr. imd Mrs. Albert Higgins
ningham. The photo N.vas by Staff and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Cooper. Feb. 1; a girl to Mr.
Photographer Matt --;anders.
Calloway County Clerk Mar- and Mrs. J.V. Hill, Feb. 2; a
vin Harris announc4..sd that the girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gene S.
1980 license plates are available Geurin. Feb. 3.
in the clerk's office

in the Cal-

total votes.
In 1861. Jefferson Davis was
elected the provisional president
of the Confederate States of America.
In 1942, daylight-saving "War
Time" went into effect in the

United States, with clocks turned
one hour forward.
In 1943. the World War II battle of Guadalcanal in the southwest Pacific ended with an Allied
victory over Japanese forces.
In 1950. in a speech in Wheeling, V%' Va., Sen. Joseph McCarthy.
charged the State Department a a, riddled with Corrununists.
In 1971, the crew of Apollo
14 returned to Earth after man's
third landing on the moon.
In 1984, Soviet leader Yuri V.
Andropov died at age 69, less
than 15 months after succeeding
Leonid Brezhnev: he was suc-

Sugar hidden in plain sight

The best birthday present is
to grow older every year
DEAR ABBY: "49 and
Holding" (Dec. 5), who doesn't want her daughter to give
her a 50th birthday party. needs
to grow up arid learn to celebrate life instead of hiding
from the fact that she's growing
older.
She is aging
because
she's alive - and what
a blessing
that is.
lived
I
through the
worst years
of the AIDS
epidemic
witand
By Abigail
nessed the
Van Buren
of
deaths
more than
200 friends -- all of whom
would have loved to celebrate
a 50th birthday. My mother died
at 82 and was grateful for
every year. as am I.
Life's milestones warrant a
party. Those who don't want
to celebrate life and the birthdays that come with it should
consider the alternative. -BRUCE C., ATLANTA
DEAR BRUCE: My readers agreed that "Holding"
should quit whining and enjoy
life because everyone isn't so
fortunate. Growing old is a
gift, and it sure does beat the
altemati v e! Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Sorry, 50 is
NOT the new 30. Fifty is 50!
One of the reasons "Holding"
may have issues with aging is
this obsession with youth. Youth
is definitely transitory. but that
doesn't mean one's health, beauty and vibrancy vanish. "Holding" has every right to feel
as she does, but I hope she

Dear Abby

Today in History
By. The Assoch ated Press
Today. is Tuesd.ay. Feb 9. the
40th day of 2010. TI lere art 325
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 9. 1960. ivadolph Coors
Co. chairman Adoipl Coors III,
44. was shot to dent th during a
txached kidnapping a ttempt while
on his way to the Family brewery in Golden, Colo. < Coors• body
asn't found for se Nen months:
die man who trilled him. Joseph
Corbett Jr.. served 19 years in
prison. Carbett comn itted suicide
in Aug. 2009. r
On this date.
In 1773. the ninth president of
the United States, W Blain Henry
Harrison, was born in Charles City
County', Va.
In 1825, the Howse of Representatives elected .hohn Quincy
Adams president aftiar no candidate received a majc, ritv of elec-
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ceeded by Konstantin U. Chernenko tchehr-NYEN'-kohi.

In 2002, Britain's Princess Margaret, the high-spirited and unconventional sister of Queen Elizabeth II. died in London at age
71.
Ten years ago: Hackers stepped
up their "denial of service" attacks
on popular Internet sites, zeroing
in on such targets as ETrade and
ZDNet. inconveniencing millions
of Web user, and unnerv ing Wall
Street. Boeing Co. engineers and
technical workers began a 40-day
strike.
Five years ago: Hewlett-Packard
chief executive Carly Fiorina was
forced out by. board members,
ending her nearly six-year reign.
A new postage stamp honoring
President Ronald Reagan was
issued in ceremonies across the
country.

BABY ES ULU . S.CD

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
both your diet and cookbooks but
have a question about sugar. 1
USe all anlfiCial coffee creamer
that claims to be sugar-free but
contains "corn-syrup solids"Is this
really a sugar-free product?
DEAR RE aDER: In a word,
no.
Cornsyrup solids
are
simply
dried, powdered
corn
syrup_
This
and other sugars that may
go unrecognized include
maple syrup.
molasses,
honey. evaporated cane
By
Dr. Peter GOtt juice,sucrose
and
more.
The easiest a ay to avoid most products with sugar is to look for the
words -sugar- and "syrup." Appropnate substitutes include no-calone sweeteners, natural frua juices
and granulated fructose. All should
be used in moderation. No-calone, no-sugar sweeteners can also
have unwanted side effects in people sensitive to them — side
effects that may include rash, diarrhea, headache and more.
But remember. a little cheating is allowed, so if you drink
only one cup of coffee per day
with a single serving of the creamer. you are probably not exceeding any dietary limits and should
continue to enjoy it. If you drink
several cups per day, then you
will need to find an alternative
or cut back your consumption.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a past
column, a reader wrote about low
cholesterol levels. The writer's
was 135. This has me concerned
because my total cholesterol is
91 with an HDL of 51 and an
LDL of 40. Should I discuss this
with my doctor? If I should, why?
Do I need to raise my choles-

won't continue sitting on the
sidelines of life.
By the way, I'll be celebrating my 51st birthday in a
few days. My daughter is taking me to Las Vegas to paint
the town ... not red (too youthful) but crimson. You definitely DO get better as you age!
-- JACQUELINE W.. CHANDLER, ARIZ.
DEAR ABBY: I admit that
I felt much as 'Holding" did
witil my sister told nie that,
for her, turning 50 was an
exceptionally freeing experience. It's true. At that age, I
realized I wasn't going to be
the CEO of the company I
worked for, that I had a job
I enjoyed, that my family was
there for me in whatever I
chose to pursue, and that there
were places on this planet I
wanted to visit (and have). I
have found it difficult finding
a downside to being 50.
Age is in your head, Abby.
I've met 10-year-olds who are
eons past 50, and 70-year-olds
w ho are as curious, inquisitive and active as people far
younger. So I say. go for it
pt-oudly. -- PAST 50 AND
FABULOUS

Dr. Gott

DEAR ABBY: Everyone
regards aging differently, but
w hy be depressed over someth ing you can't control? When
I tumed 50, I decided 1 could
ei ther be depressed and drink
m yself silly or celebrate the
m ilestone.
I declared to my family,
friends and co-workers that it
w as my year and my goal was
to do 50 things I had never
done before -- or hadn't done
in a long time. I reconnected
w ith neglected frtends, went
on my. first cruise, stayed in
a haunted hotel. While I didn't quite make it to 50 things
(I made it to 30), it was fun
trying, and everyone had a
bl ast in the process. -- 50PLUS AND DEALING WITH
IT
DEAR ABBY: At 36 I was
di agnosed with cancer. My son
w as only 5. As radiation treatments pulsed through my body
in the hope of giving me more
lite, 1 wondered if those would
be his last memories of me.
Fast forward 13 years. I am
49 and holding -- with one
major difference. I look forw ard to each and every birthday. In a few months, I'll tum
50. And do you know what
looks even better than my 50th
bi rthday? My 60th!
Birthdays are a celebration
of life, a reminder that we
have the good fortune to be
W ith the people who mean the
most to us. -- THANKFUL
FOR EACH AND EVERY
D AY

terol levels?

DEAR READER: My answer
greatly depends on all the important information that you left out,
such as age. gentle! medical conditions and medications you are
taking. If you know your cholesterol numbers. you had to have
gotten them !rum a laboratory.
which should has e reported to
your personal physician. so he or
she probably already knows.
If you have a cardiac condition, such as coron ary -artery disease, or a history if heart attack
or stroke, your nunibers are probably excellent. If ya %u have a family- history of heart attack or stroke
and have a personal history of
ttigh cholesterol treated with
statins. your num bers may be
good.
Given that your LDL, or "bad"
cholesterol," is so low, you are
hkely taking in little dietary cholesterol and are on a cholesterollowering statin drug. If you are
not using medication, you may simply be blessed with a body that
expertly controls ihs use and production of fats.
Some studies show that very
low total cholesterol may kad to
anxiety or depression. Others sugbetween
gest a connection
increased risk for a-ertain cancers
and a very low LDL level. There
ts on how low
are no specific
is too low becausc each person
is different. For example, your
numbers may be too low and
result in problems for one person, but they can be healthful for
you. If you have a history of
having low numbers, don't worry.
If your numbers are low because
of medication and you are expenencing problems, perhaps your
physician can adjus t your dosage.
If you are co ncerned, then
speak with your doctor. Ile or
she is your best resource for
answering your specific medical
questions.

Contract Bridge
The Price is Right
South dealer.
East-West solnerable.
NORTH
•Q 6 5
•4 3
•AJI05
*Al 7 3
WEST
EAST
•9 7 4 3
42
VQ.198
VIO
•K 9 7 6
•Q 4 3 2
•K 6 5 2
+Q 10 9 8
SOUTH
IlliAKJ 108
IPAK 7652
•8
4.4
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
Pass
Pa.ss
1V
2•
Pass
24
Pass
2 NT
Pass
4*
Pass
34
Pa.ss
Pa.s,s
5 IP
4 NT
64
Opening lead — ten of clubs.
Luck plays a part in the outcome
of many deals. but skill might still
overcome an unfavorable division of
the opposing cards. Consider this
deal frorn team-of-four match.
At the first table, South got to
se% en spades and went down two.

lie won the club lead and attempted
to cash the A-K of hearts. West
ruffed the king and later scored
another trump tnek when declarer
tried to ruff two heans in dummy.
The grand slam was actually a very
reasonable contraet, since all South
needed wa.s a 3-2 heart division.
At the second table, South
stopped at six spades on the bidding
shown. Ile did not fcel certain that
North had the queen of spades, and
he also feared a potential heart los:r.
This contract woold likewise
have failed had South, not taken steps
to protect himself aga inst a 4- heart
division. Ile won the club lead NS ith
chimmy's ace, led a taump to the ace
and cashed the ace of hearts.
But then, instead of playing thc
king of hearts. he pla yed the deuce'.
East won the trick wi th the nine and
retumed a club. but by- this timc
South was on Tasy St reet. Ile rutted
the club, trumped a loss. heart v,ith
dummy's queen. drew trunips and
claimed the rest of thc tricks_
At six spades, South's safety play
in hearts was clearly correct. Ile
could afford to sacrifice the 30 points
he would hase lost had the hearts
been divided 3-2 in order to assure
making a skim monh 91+,0 points.

Tomorrow: A very valuable consention.
e2olo Kana Features ti,snetscate Ins

•••

Crosswords
44 Characters
46 Sternum bone
49 Bumpkin
50 Volunteered
54 Show biz erg.
57 Unburdened
58 Far above the
ground
60 Verse leadun
61 Molecular biology topic
6, Archeological
find
63 Grain crop

ACROSS
1
4
9
12
13
14
15
17
19
21
22

Do lunch
Pep
Luau welcome
Caesar's man
Houston pro
Um cousins
Construct
Evening service
Arizona city
Roll-call vote
Summons, as
courage
25 Accord
29 What's that?
30 One-edged
sword
32 Queens stadium
33 Roguish wit
35 Mineral
deposits
37 Shoe width
38 Respiratory
organ
40 Zealous, plus
42 Station choice
43 Fishtail
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DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Festive night
Oxygen source
Poker pair
Hot breakfast
UNIX, e.g.
VJ's channel
Fly, to a spider
Garden tool
Kung fu expert
Bruce —
10 Use poor Judgment
4

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

5

6

7

11 NASA destination
16 Snips off
18 Family member

20 Lattice
.

8
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31

ARE WE GONNA
HAVE A BASEBALL
TEAM AGAIN THIS

YES,BUT WE WEREN'T
&ONE TO TELL YOU

WE UJERE AL,. kOPIN6 YOU
WOULDN'T FIND OUT BECAUSE
WE ALL KNOW YOU'RE THE ;
"
WORST PLAYER IN THE
HISTORY OF THE GAME .
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Brees,
Payton
bask in
title glory

Kansas
holds on
to No. 1
MOUNTAIN WEST
GETS THREE IN

SAINTS ENJOY FIRST
SUPER BOWL IN 43YEAR HISTORY
By BRETT MARTEL
AP Sports Wnter
FORT LAUDERDALE. Fla.
(AP)— Drew Brees turned to his
wife when he woke up and asked:
"Did yesterday really happen?"
The Saints and their fans
awoke Monday to the realization
that the once lovable losers from
New Orleans were Super Bowl
champions for the first time in the
club's 43-year history after
Sunday's 31-17 triumph over the
Indianapolis Colts.
"I'in not sure if it's completely
sunk in yet." Brees said at
Monday morning's news conference at the convention center in
Fort Lauderdale. "It seems like as
the minutes go by, it slowly does.
"Our victory last night was the
culmination of four years of hard
work. fighting through a lot of
adversity, ups and downs and
more importantly than that. representing a city that has been
through so much." Brees said.
"Along the way, people have
asked me so many times,'Do you
look at it a.s a burden or extra
pressure? Do you feel like you're
carrying the wcight of the city on
your teams' shoulders.' I said,
'No, not at all. We look at it as a
responsibility. Our city. our fans,
gave us strength and we owe this
to them. That's made all the difference.... There's no people that
you would want to win for more
than the city of Lgew Orleans. So
it's an honor."
As Brees spoke. coach Sean
Payton sat off to the side, elbows
on knees, face buried in his
hand.s. When it was his turn to
speak, he leaned on the podium.
clutching the Vince Lombardi
trophy in his right hand. He
recounted Lombardi's grandson,
Saints a.ssistant Joe Lombardi,
posing for a photo with the sterling silver hardware awarded
each year to the Super Bowl winner.
-Joe Lombardi, his father,
Vince Jr., and his two brothers sat
and posed with this trophy, the
four of them, while pictures were
taken. And I just thought to
myself,'You've got to be kidding
me,- Payton said."If you believe
in heaven, and you believe Vince
Lombardi is there looking down
on his grandson, it doesn't get any
better. This is a guy that coaches
our quarterbacks. coaches Drew
Brees and here a trophy that's
nuned after his grandfather."
Payton then smiled and ackled
that he had the trophy in bed with
him while he slept early Monday
morning.
"You can't get enough of this,"
Payton said. "Rolled over it a
couple times. I probably drooled
on it. But man, there's nothing
like it."
Payton said when all was quiet
•See SAINTS, 10

TOP 25

TERI LaJEUNESSE / MSU Spur's Information

Billy Kennedy is ail smiles after his New Orleans Saints captured the city s first Super Bowl title with a win over the
Indianapolis Colts Sunday. On Monday's press conference, the fourth-year Murray State head coach donned his
Saints apparel.

KENNEDY CAPS OFF 'PERFECT' WEEKEND
WM SAINTS' SUPER BOWL WIN
RACERS' ATTENTION 'TURNS TO ROAD AS
FOUR OF LAST SIX COME AWAY FROM RSEC
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Weanng white ball cap with the New Orleans
Saints' Fleur-de-lis emblem on it and a 'We Finish
Strong• T-shirt, Billy Kennedy pranced into
Monday's annual press conference a giddy guy.
Aside from his marriage and the birth of his
three children, this past weekend was one of the
best for the fourth-year MSU head coach.
Not only did he pull off a season sweep of
Austin Peay, the first since 2006. but the New
Orleans native basked in the glory of his beloved
Saints winning Sunday's Super Bowl.
"I wish I could tell you it was a relaxing weekend," Kennedy joked. "The Hall of Fame (Friday
night) was really nice and Marcus Brown being
here was good to see.
"He talked to our team before the game and he
talked about not only his winning and his great
experience, but about the two losses in the tournament he had and how pain-stricken he felt from
those losses. He talked about how you need to
seite the moment and do the best you can."
Kennedy added that Brown's words of wisdom
helped, but maybe more than that was the psyche
of his players coming into a big-game environment.
"We came out on the positive and it helped prepare us for the end of the season." Kennedy said.
The big reason why the Racers came out on the
plus-end was the clutch heroics of Isacc Miles.
whose buzzer-beater as time expired gave MSU a
thrilling 65-63 victory. Miles finished the game
with seven points, which coincidentally, were the
last seven points of the game. Prior to that, the

senior guard was 0-tor-t, trom the field and 0-tor15 in the last two games.
Still there was no doubt whose in whose hands
the ball was going to be.
-Isacc's got an ability to rnakes plays to help
you win," Kennedy. said. "He's a winner, he doesn't like to lose. He's just one of those guys who is
going to do whatever he can to keep from losing.
I felt confident that he would get a shot up I wish
it wasn't as close as it was. but it went in and it
was the right call."
Now comes what might be considered the most
important stretch of the season for the Racers.
Four of the remaining six regular season games for
Murray State are all on the road, including the
Tennessee Tech-Jacksonville State swing this
week.
After returning trom Jacksonville. MSU will
play Southeast Missoun State on Tuesday, Feb. 16
and play Morgan State in the ESPN BracketBuster
on Sat., Feb. 20.'The Racers will close out the season at Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky.
Suffice to say, Tech, JSU, Morehead and EKU
will all be participants in the OVC Tournament,
which means Kennedy's crew could see two to
three of the teams remaining on his schedule come
postseason time.
And while Kennedy's focus is on the Golden
Eagles, too much is still at stake for the Racers to
put it on cruise control.
"We just have to take it one game at a time," he
said. "We've got to get better and that's all I'm
focused on right now. We have to improve defensively and that's our strongest asset is our
defense."

Racers hit road, try to
separate from competition
ESPN THE MAGAZINE ACADEMIC
Au-Dssrincr 4 SECOND TEAM

ISOM NAMED

r"

tin

_
MARK J TERRILL

or

COLLEG I
BASKETBALL

RACER HOOPS

AP

New Orleans Saints quarterback Drew Brees celebrates with his son Baylen
after winning Super Bowl
the
against
XLIV
Indianapolis Colts in Miami
Sunday. The Saints won 3117.

currently in a tie for ninth place with
By MICHAEL DANN
Jacksonville State, whom the Racers will
Sports Editor
Rob Cross realizes that a golden visit on Saturday.
Crcss disputes the fact that this is a
opportunity slipped through his team's
fingers Saturday in a devastating loss to make-or-break weekend for his team,
however.
Austin Peay.
"I don't know, I really think that's
Still, the second-year Murray State
women's head coach knows he may have going to come down to the final night of
lost the battle, but the war is far from the regular season." he said. "I don't
over in terms of OVC postseason stand- think we'll have any clue as to who third,
fourth. fifth, sixth, seventh or eighth is
ings.
If the regular season were to end going to be until that last game is played
today. Murray State would be the sixth that Saturday night.
"I think there are going to be a lot of
place team playing .... Austin Peay.
The Racers are actually in a tie for people at that point trying to figure out all
fifth place, a half a gatne out of fourth the scenarios and I'm not even going to
place (the top four seeds host first round try right now. It's so jumbled up right
games) but because of two losses to now."
On Monday. Murray State sophomore
•XIPSU and a UT Martin split with the
Lady Govs, this weekend becomes a crit- guard Rachael Isom was named to the
ical stretch in Cross and the Racers' get- ESPN The Magazine Academic Allting back some games.
•See MSU, 10
MSU will travel to Tennessee Tech.

MINS'
STANDINGS
OVC(Overall)
School
Murray State
13-0 (22-3)
Morehead State 11-2 (17-7)
Eastem Kentudcy 9-4 (17-8)
8-5 (14-11)
Austin Peay
6-7 (12-11)
Eastem Illinois
Tennessee Tech 6-7 (12-12)
Jacksonville State 6-7 (10-13)
SE Missouri State 3-9 (7-16)
Tennessee State 2-11 (5-20)
0-12 (3-19)
UT Martin
SIL1-Edwardsyille 0-0 (3-21)
reoriar
Tenn. Tech at Aushn Peay
SE Missouri at UT Martin.

700 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Itersisr
Murray State at Tenn Tech
UT Marto at Jacksonville St.
E Kentucky at SE Missouri
Morehead St at E
(ESPNUI

7 30 p.m.
7 45 p.m.
7'45 p.m.
8 00 p.m.

Sabin*
Murray St at JaCnSOfloile St..
E. Kentucky at E
Austin Peay at Tennessee St
UT Martin at Tennessee Tech.
Morehead St at SE Missoun

4:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
710 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 45 p m

LEr's Go STREAKING
Here art some of MSU's
current winning streaks
24 — Holding opponent to 60 points or
less
20 -- OVC regular season
16 --13 — Overall
7 — Scorng 60 points Of rrWe
6 -- Road

MA O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
West
Mountain
The
Conference is doing some seri- •
ous climbing.
A league that has always had
to fight for respect as it tries to
join the ranks of the power conII-year-old
ferences. the
Mountain West had three teams
in The Associated Press' Top 25
on Monday, one more than the
Atlantic Coast Conference and
three more than the Pac-10.
Kansas (22-1) remained the
runaway No. I. receiving 55
first-place votes from the
national media panel.
Syracuse (23-1), which
received eight first-place votes,
moved up one spot to become
the fourth No. 2 in as many
weeks. The ranking is the highest for the Orange since a sixweek stretch at No. 1 in 198990.
Kentucky (22-1), which was
No. 1 on two ballots, moved up
one place to No. 3, while
Villanova and West Virginia, .'".
which met Monday night, were •
fourth and fifth.
New Mexico, BYU and
UNLV, which are in a threeway tie for first place in the
Mountain West, give the league
three teams in the Top 25 for'
the first time.
"BYU, New Mexico and
UNLV are reaping the benefits•
of unprecedented national television exposure and enhanced
non-conference scheduling,"
Mountain West corrunissioner
Craig Thompson said in a statement. "All three teams have
really extended their schedules •
and some very quality wins are •
now being reflected.
"It is a real tribute to the
coaches to see Top 25 matchups
each week in Conference play
as well."
No. 15 New Mexico (21-3)
is ranked for the third straight
:4
.
week and seventh overall. BYU:
(22-3) dropped five places to
17th following its 88-74 loss to
UNLV,the game that forged the
three-way tie for first and
moved the Rebels (19-4) back
into the poll at No. 23.
BYU has been rar.ked for six
straight weeks, while UNLV
jumps back in after being out
the last eight weeks. The
Mountain West has sent more
than one team to the NCAA
tournament in nine of the last
10 years.
%
•.„'„At
.'
"It's been a push of our-,
league the last several years," - New Mexico coach Steve
Alford said. "We already felt:
our league has been at that
point for a while now. It's good
to start getting some national
respect. I think we've got some
really good players and some
really good teams."
The ACC has Duke and No. •
20 Georgia Tech in this week's'
poll. while the Pac-10 is without a team in the Top 25 for the
fifth straight week since .
:at
Washington dropped out.
Purdue moved up two places .
to No. 6 followed by
Georgetown, Duke, Kansas
State and Michigan State,
which dropped five spots after
losing to Wisconsin and Illinois
last week.
The Big East has the most
teams in the rankings with five •
and four of those — Syracuse,
Villanova. West Virginia and Georgetown — are in the top
seven.
The Big 12 and Big Ten have
four teams each in the poll,.
Southeastern
the
while
Conference has three.
Wisconsin led the second ten followed by Tennessee, Ohio
State, Texas, New Mexico,,
Butler,
BYU,
Gonzaga,
Northern Iowa and Georgia
Tech.
The last teams were Temple,
Vanderbilt, UNLV, Baylor and
•See TOP 25, 10
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Kentucky Prep
Basketball Pulls
By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE Ky (AP)- The top learns
in the Kentucky Assocksled Press high
school basketball polls with first place
voles records total points and previous
rankings
BOYS.
Rank-School
FPV Rcd
1 Lou Trinity
(6)22-2
•21.3
2.•Lou Ballard
3,Scott Co
-1 8-5
4 Chreban Co
-21-3
5 *Ames
-1 7-5
5 Lou Jeffersontown • 1 8-4
• 1 7-6
7 Lou Eastern
8 Shelby Valley
20-3
9 Lexington Catholic • 1 8-4
10 Corbin
-1 9-2
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Others receiving votes: Lou Seneca
4 Warren Central 4 George Rogers
Clark 3 McCreary Genital 3 Lou Male
2 Lou Moore 1

GIRLS
Rank-School
FPV Rcd
1 Manon Co
i8t24-1
• 1 7.5
2 Lou Mercy
3 Lou DuP Manual -1 8-5
4 Madison Central
-22-1
5 Bowling Green
-20-2
6 Lou Chnstian Aced -19-5
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-1 9-4
-1 9-3
8 Henderson Co
9 Newpol Cent Cath -1 8-2
• 1 8-3
10 Boone Co
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Others receiving voles: Lincoln Co
17 Webster Co 10 Elizabethtown 9
Clay Co 3 South Laurel 2 Builitt East
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LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — Kentucky doesn't
need John Wall to win games.
The No. 3 Wildcats are just as deadly without
their star point guard playing to his potential.
In his worst appearance of the season, Wall
scored six points in Kentucky's 81-55 romp
against LSU on Saturday. Despite a poor night
for the freshman, who ranks among the
Southeastern Conference's top 10 in five statistit,a1 categories, the Wildcats still managed a 22-0
first-half run and kept LSU to just 27 percent
shooting after leatiing by as many as 33.
With fellow freshman Demartois Cousins
notching tits sixth-straight double-double against
the Tigers, Wall learned that he doesn't have to
early the Wildcats.
"He is finally understanding that he doesn't
have to play up to the hype" Kentucky coach
John Calipari said. "Now. he's running our team
the wa:/ it needs to be run."
Aginst North Carolina earlier in the year. the
Wildcats lost a 19-point first-half lead while Wall
Wati in the locker room 20 minutes being treated
LIZ CONDO / AP
for dehydration. Kentucky barely won after Wall Kentucky forward DeMarcus Cousins
hit critical free throws down the stretch. At that (15) relaxes on the sideline as the time
point in the wason, it looked like Wall was the winds down In their 81-55 win over
LSU
key to Kentucky's success.
Saturday In Baton Rouge, La.
But the Wildcats no longer need their point
guard to carry them now that's he's teaming to he said.
Then there's the rest of thc Wiltkats Against
support them. As Wall's scoring output drops,
he's getting more assists, and he now. ranks sec- ESC. Kentucky's reserves combined for 22
points.
ond nationally. in that category.
"We do need everybody on this team to win a
"We're all com ins along our own ways and
game, and people forget that," said freshman everyone is coming together,- Orton said.
center Daniel Orton. "(Wall) didn't show up in "We're all just getting into our grooves and
the point category (against LSU). but he always understanding how to play at a high level."
All of this comes at a bad time for Alabama
shows up everywhere else. He puts you in a posi(13-10, 3-6), which has lost three straight in
tion to score."
Placing the team first and his scoring second league play. Grant is trying to steady his team far
has also put Kentucky (22-1, 7-1 SEC) on track the final stretch of conference action.
to vie for a top seed in the NCAA tournament
come March. The rest of the tearn has also
improved with Wall no longer fitcusing on trying
to score
"Now you got Patrick (PattersonIplaying bettei, you got Darnel (Dodson) playing better, you
got the entire bench playing better," Calipari
said.
Alabama coach Anthony Grant said he's
preparing for the whole Kentucky package when
the Crimson Tide visits the Wildcats on Tuesday
night.
"For us it's never going to be about an individual," Grant said. "Kentucky is a very talented
team. We're going to approach it in terms of a
team game and try to put ourselves in a position
to have success."
Even so, Alabama will have to try to contain
Cousins. The Alabama native has emerged as the
Wildcats' biggest weapon, averaging 16.4 points
and 10 rebounds. Calipari said the freshman just
keeps getting better.
"I've not had a guy. come together that fast."
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ORLIN WAGNER / AP

Kansas center Cole Aldrich rebounds between two
Nebraska defenders Saturday in Lawrence, Kan. Kansas
is the No. 1 team In the nation.
times, including 12t( consecutive games since Feb. 27, 1960.
Otte of the teams has been in
the Top Ten in 115 of those
games.
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The Top TWertty Five
By The Associated Press
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Jenkins named
Newcomer of the Week
By hiSti Sports information
Murray State's li.J. Jenkins
is the Ohio Valley Conference
Newcomer of the Week for the
period of Feb 1-7.
Jenkins. a
junior
from
Virginia
Beach,
Va.,
played a big
role in Murray
State
wins
er
Tennessee
Jenkins
Stale
and
Austin Peay last week with a
13.5 scoring average to go with
3.5 assists and 3.0 steals per
game.
Against Tennessee State last
Thursday, Jenkins scored a
team-high 17 points and added

I o points against Austin Peay
Saturday.
For the week, he shot 45
percent from the field and 33
percent frorn three-point range.
Jenkins has already been
named newcomer of the week
four times this season, following his awards Nov. 16, Dec.
28 and Jan. 18.
MSU hits the road for two
games this week.
Thursday, the Racers play
Tennessee Tech at 7:30 p.m. in
Eblen Center in Cookeville,
Tenn., and Saturday play a 4:30
p.m.
game
against
Jacksonville State in Mathews
Coliseurn in Jacksonville, Ala.
Both games can be seen live
on the Racer Television
Network.

From Page 9
in the tearn hotel around 3 a.m.,
he offered a prayer of thanks for
tus tearn and his experience in
New Orleans, where he became a
head coach for the first time in
2006, with the city still largely in
ruin tad, montlta gra,' I:taiit.alte
Katrina hit in August 2005.
"When (Saints general manager) Mickey. Loomis hired me in
2006. not having been from New
Orleans, it would be hard to
describe the relationship between
ttie fans and the players there. and
it became apparent to me that
football was obviously very
important but it was much bigger
than football," Payton said.
"When we got into coaching or
playing, we got into it for certain
reasons and yet the reasons in

New Orleans far exceeded what
we ever expected."
The theme for the Saints in
2009 became: A season of firsts.
They opened with their first 13game winning streak, which
earned them a first No. I seeding
in the NFC
That led to a
first home NFC title game, then a
first Super Bowl, and now New
Orleans' first major professional
sports championship.
Before this season, the Saints
had only eight winning campaigns — and two playoff victories -- in their previous 42 years
combined. The Saints had to win
three postseason games over
three geat quarteibacks — Kurt
Warner, Brett Favre arid Peyton
Manning — to win the title this
sea.son.
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From Page 9
District 4 Second Team as
selected by the College Sports
Information
Directors
of
American (CoSIDA).
A native of Cleveland, Tenn.,
Isom has a 4.00 GPA while
majoring in English. The sophomore guard leads the team in
scoring with 12.9 points per
game this season. She has
reached double-digits in scoring
in 14 games this year, including
seven of the last eight games.
Isom has posted a season-high
26 points twice this year.
Lsom is the third women's
basketball player in the last
three seasons to eam a spot on
the All-District 4 teams. Amber
Gaffey and Paige Guffey earned
Academic All-Disti-ict 4 second
and third team honors in 2007(18 and then moved up to first
team selections in 2008-09. The
duo wai also named to the
2008-09 ESPN The Magazine
Academic All-Anierica First
Team, with Amber Guffey earning Academic All-America of
the Year honors.
"It's an outstanding honor
for her," Cross said. "I'm certainly very proud of her and no From Page 9
one is more deserving of the • Pittsburgh.
award than Rachael."
Mississippi (17-6) dropped
out from No. 25 after losing 8575 to Kentucky before beating
Alabama 74-67. The Rebels
were ranked for the last nine
weeks, reaching as high as No.
School
OVC(Overall 14.
Eastern Illinois
The Villanova-West
11-1 (16-8)
Morehead State
11-2 (18-7) game is one two games between
Ausbn Pesy
8-5 (9-15) teams in the Top T:r. with
Eastern Kentucky 6-7 (10-13) Purdue at Michigan State on
Murray State
5-7 (10-13) Tuesday the other.
UT Martin
One game being played this
5-7 (7-15)
Tennessee State 5-8 (8-14) week has often been a matchup
SE MIssouri State 4-8 (7-15) of Top Ten teams, Duke at
Tennessee Tech 4-9 (9-14) North Carolina. The eighth
Jacksonville State 4-9 (7-16) ranked Blue Devils held up
SIU Edwardsville' 0-0 (6-19) their end of the matchup, but
the defending national champiTimis*
UT Merlin at Jacksonville SI., 5:15 p.m
on Tar Heels (13-10) fell out of
Morenead St al E !Shoe..
5:30 pin
the rankings three weeks ago
E Kentucky at SE Missouri., 5:30 p.m
Murray St at Tenn Tech ,
after starting the season at No.
5 30 p m
6.
labariley
Including
Wednesday •N
Murray St at Jacksonville St
200 p.m
Oakland at Sill-Edwardsville
2,00 p.m.
game, Duke and North Carolina
E Kentucky at E
4-00 p.m.
have met with both being
Austin Peay at Tennessee St . 5:30 p.m.
ranked in the Top Ten 41 times,
Morehead St at SE Missouri
5.30 p m.
including 30 of the last 60.
Since the AP poll began in the
1948-49 season, one of the
teams has been tanked when
they met 147 of a possible 163

• The first requisite
of a good citizen in
this republic of ours
is that he shall be
able and willing to
pull his own weight.
— Theodore
Roosevelt
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GREAT SERVICE
•Alignment
•Brakes
•Shocks
•Struts

•Transmission Flush
•Coolant Flush
•Belts, Hoses
•Used Tires

Large Heart-Shaped Chetry,
Chip; Sprinkle.
or Pineapple Dessert Pizza

